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FOREWORD

This mod4sle was developed as one of eight dissemination
packages which were being prepared under an E.S.E.A., Title III

project. The Mesa Public Gchools worked in concert with the

American Institutes for Research (AIR) in this Title III project.

It'Should be noted that whet is being presented here is in-

formation on Mesa'sion-going long-range projectin career guidance,
counseling, placemOnt and follow. -up.; funded not only by Title III

but also by VoCatpnal Education Part D Exemplary and District
funds. A key gement of this project has been the designing,
field'testing are final production of staff development training

packages.

The specificiparticipatio f E.S.Z.A. Title III comprises

an. partfof the total process for otienting counseling

services toward specific student outcomes in an accountability

. model. Title It is housed in the Arizona Department of Education

under Carolyn W'rner, Superintendent of Public Instruction. The

Title III 4taff%was directed by.Fred J. Sughrue and theconsult-
ants assigned to this project were Jewell Sisemore, the Assistant

Director of Title III, and Jesse Udall, Education Program Spe-

cialist.

For additional information on these/projects...

Write or call: (602) 962-7331

Exemplary Project Director
Byron E. McKinnon.
Guidance Director
Mesa Public Schools
Guidance Services Center
140 S. Center
Mega, Arizona 85202

Title III Director .
Duane Richins
Guidance Specialist
Mesa Public Schools
Guidance Services C nter
140 S. Center
Mesa, Arizona 8520



OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION'

This "module" is, part of a package whiiipcludesthe following:
.

Coordinator's.Guide - Appendix A ' I ,

- Tape-slide introduction
- Flow chart of the comprehensive coach
- Package goals and objectives
- Instructional materials (module). )

- Group, activities
- SimUlation activity
- Application procedures
- Pre- and post-assessments
- Further references

Packages are designed so that you mak work at your own pace but

should not take over 20 hipurs to complete.

The modulewitself contains the flow chart to the comprehensive

approach, the , pa6kage.goal and objectivs, instructional materials,

and group activities'. The flow chart defines the four major phases

of the comprehensive approach to developing guidance, counseling,

and placement programs and how they relate to'each other.

1 6
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The preceding diagram illustrates the parts of the comprehen-

sive approach you will be learning about in these staff development

packages. Each of the packages helps the reader to develop one or

more of the competenciesdisted The general purpose of this module

and the specific outcomes that you should achieve through it are

summarized below through the goal statement and package objectives.

MODULE GOAL
.r The. module has tWb, main purposes. ,l'he first is to briefly

-,
describe the wv,s counseling, and other personnel could use group;

leadership skills in three basic types' of groups (and to mention/

fot0.1 type) to.imPlement a comprehensive career guidance

system. The second purpose is .to develop three basic communica-

tion skills that are useful in facilitating interpersonal inter-

action in all group settings.

MODULE OBJECTIVES
When you have completed this module, you will be able to:

Page
21-26 1. Define in a paragraph each of the four types

of groups (task groups, guidance groups,
counseling groups, and psychotherapy groups)

with which cbunseling,personnel should be
familiar to implement a comprehensive career

guidance program.

21-31 2. List in their typical order and briefly
define the four stages in the evolution of

a group's identity.



31-33 3. List and briefly describe the six charac-
teristics of effective groups discussed in
this module.

35-39 4. Given three tape recorded statements, verbal-
80, 81 ly paraphrase the content of each with an

accuracy rated "acceptable" by a trained
judge.

40-49 5. Given three tape recorded statements, verbal-
81, 82 ly paraphrase the feelings associated with.

each with an accuracy rated "acceptable" by
a trained judge.

6. Given three tape recorded confrontation
situations in which a conflict of needs is
evident, respond (as one participant) by
giving verbal expression to the feelings
(and only them) that you experience. A
trained judge must rate your performance
"acceptable" for you to achieve this
objective.

49-58
81, 82



MODULE OUTLINE;

Approximate
Time Activity

1.5 hour Introduction You take the preassessment
and view a tape-slide presentation. Next,

you engage, in a brief activity. Then the
coordinator will explain the structure and

purposes of the module. Questions and dis-
vssion are included.

1 hour Initial Reading. Read the text, which out-
rines important considerations in group
leadership and presents basic group leader-

ship skills. Questions and discussion follow.

1 hour Simulation. This activity gives you a chance,

to practice the 'three skills you learned about

in the reading.

4 hours

2 hours

2 hours

20 minutes

In-Depth Study. You extend your knowledge .

through additional reading. Then you share

what you've learned with other workshop

participants.

Application. In this activity you evaluate a

group session in which you participated and

begin planning to use your group leadership

skills.

Post- Assessment. Here is where you demonstrate

that you have achieved the objectives of the

module. You will write answers to questions

and tape-record evidence of your leadership

skills.

Wrap-up. The workshop coordinator will sum up

the module an4will point, out additional sources

of information. Any final questions will be

resolved.

1.0
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PR[-ASSESSMENT

The questions below are designed to give you an idea of. the

instructional content of this module so you maydetermine:
1) whether you wish.to continue working on the module; and

. whether you want to skip certain sections of it. EaCh question

relafs to the module objective of the Aame 'number. The pages of

the text that present the information required-to answer the ques-. ,

tions are indicated Alter each question. .

,,
.

t I. .

. , ,,. .. . .

,

Try to 'answer each 'quest-ion and check yOur work-using the answer.,

key provided. Then, if you feel the modult'or:certain sections 0.f

it will be of, benefit to you, continue with thetape-sliae presents, -

tion.- . ,

- ,
-*.

. 4y.

1. Use these terms to fill in the blanks in the sentences below.

(pp. 21-26)

task grobps
guidance groups
counseling groups
psychotherapy groups

To implement a comprehensive 'caireet guidance program, counselors .

and others should be familiar with several types of groups. Of

these a.
are most likely to focus on

presenting informAtion. 11
6
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2. The evolution o,t,groUp.tdentibiS likely kq pioceed through

four stage's. Th'esestliiles_ave like-4 in, column X in random

order. thOblia-thefstages to indicate their usual- sequence.

-Im Column-B, charctctelsiAics that aredften associdted.,with ,

the stags are'listed. 14rite 'the.parde Of the apprbpriate stage

in, ront of each characteristic. pp 24-A3l),

0. *

y

r

, .
,..

.... , .

. Column A -' - Column B I.

a. norming s. group purposes-and procedures are'
' being agreed Upon.-

b. storming I'

-
t. the purpo0i.of the group are being

'
. c. performing explored.

d. forming ,.- Yu. a'sense.of voup Identi.ty has ,been

'k ' 'achieved -

v. 'personal relationships between,
grouf, members are being resolved

'w. personal reactions of group members
are being probed

x. full attention is being tiarned-
toward group goals *

y. group members are engaging in
initial encounters

elh

z. procedural limits are, tested

12



. A

Put a check in the blanks- before the six ..general characteristics

of effective 'groups. ,Ipp. 31-33} '- ".-

a. majority rule, .

b. free expreisioh of feelings',,

c..free expression oil, thought

d.:;respeCt,for leadei's authority

e. participation

f.agieement by ,con'tensus
A

q. leader keeps discussion foctsed on goals

h.:lack.of conflict

exPression we14conceived ideas.

3.-direct progresd'to action deCisions
,

disagreement

1. self evaluation,

. . .

...Imagine this situation when- you answer,quest,ions 4,.5,',ind 6.
Richard Rogers, an eleventh grader, was d6nied a library pass by
his American-History-teacher, Mrs..Schwartz, for-failing tb turn

in an'assignment: He.e.had been dhaydreamAng when the assignment was
made but argued with Mrs: Schwartz.abouf it anyway. Richard's grades
.in American History are poor, although he earned. good grades last
year from Mr. Brock in World History. During a group counseling
session, Richard made this.statement:'

- .

. .

HI hate American History, and 1 hate Mts. ScWartz. She's a

terrible,teacher. 1 want to transfer out of her class and take
'Mechanical Drawing instead: Mech4nical Drawing is more inter-
-esting, and'more useful,"too."- .

, .
,

3,

%

-4. Circld..the,let4r in front of.the phraZe beli?w that repreqents
,-the best example .Of a reflection of the content of. Richard's
Statement.7, (pp..35.39)

1 .

a. You find American History boring.

b. You would rather'ttake'Americanr'History froin Brock.

c You wolud*rather take Mechanigal Drawing thane American HitoXy.
n

d.,4 *You're 'having a little trouble with American History and.'
Mrs. Schwartz

8
lo

'13



5. ,Circle the letter in front of he phrase below that represents
the best example of a reflection of the feelings behind Richard's

statement. (pp. 40-48)

a. You feel like giving up in American History.

b. 'You feel inadequate in American History.

c. You feel impatient with Mrs. Schwartz.

d. You feel secure' in Mechanical Drawing.

Below are four statements a group leader might make in response

to Richard's statement. Circle the letter of the one which

shows the most accurate expression by the leader_of his own

feelings. (pp. 49-57)

a. I f el you may be right in thinking, Mechanical Drawing is

mor useful than American History,

b. I feel uncOmfortable when you criticize Mrs. SthwartZ:

c, I feel it's a shame that American Histork is not as easy

for you as World History.

d. I feel you could do better in American History if you tried

harder.

9

14
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a."guidance'grouRs; b. counseling groups; c. counseling groups 

or psychotherapy.groupS; d. counseling groups or psychotherapy 

groupg (the one you didn't use for c.); e. task groups; f. guid- 

ance groups (or counseling groups); g. task groups. 

2. 3 a. norming s. 

2 b. forming t. 

,performing u. 

d. noriing v. 

storming w. 

3: 
a.- 

x b. 

x c. 

d. 

j.. 

performing x. 

forming Y. 

storming z. 

4. c 

5. a 

6. 

xax uamsNV 
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AUDIO VISUAL INTRODUCTION

This package or module, "Groups and Group Leadership. Skills"

/ . ..

includes an audio cassette and slides to ,introduce you to this
. .

..
series.

.

phase of the staff-development eries. We suggest that "yaao'and
, , .

any .other individuals who are considering working on 'th411 package

first take a few minutes to view and hear.this presenthtiop. Tne
.

tape is playable on .any cassette recorder. The slides ate also

standar'd'andnumbered in.-the order of appearance: An audio cue

("beep") indicates the points awhich you are, to advance to the

next slide.' Begin with' the title Slide ir; ta47rojeCZor gate.

In the'event the tape-slide is not available, yo4 may read.
P.' 1

thrOugh.the tap07slide script.Which is located in
a

Appendix B.
-

, I .

This will give you a quick overview of the contents of the'module.
t,



INITIAL ACTIVITY

4

On the following p'ages are,two skits.
...

4

y illustrate the
- ..

group
..,

way typo go different counselors operate in the same roup etting.
J

%

One tounselor uses the threerdir6unioation /skills that are the.
1

focgs of this modules the other does not. ;

Chdclse five_people to play the parts of: 1) the group leader,

2) Bil 3) Joahne, 4) Laurie, and 5) Tom. Have them act- out the

first 'skit. If possible, assign a new cast foo the second skit.

0

. .

During the skits, ,think about the communication patterns each

counselor uses and the way students respond to him. Afterithe' *..

4 a J'i

.
1

skits, you will engage in a discussion of them with your.coordinator
I

°I I

the rest of your group. If you are working through this module

al ne, or without a coordinator, you will find th4 verbal presents --.

tion usually presented by, that persOn locate

12

17

pp. 94-100.



SKIT I

Setting: llth grade guidance group meeting.

Group Leader: OK, everybody, list meeting we were talking about

college as an experience to helppeople grow. Bill, you.were

starting to tell us-about your sister's experience.

Bill: Yeah, she went to a big university irirthe Midwest. She was

miserable! She was jammed into huge old "classes with hundreds

of kids. When the time came for registration sheNaited hours

in lines! Nobody.really helped her. All-they wanted was to be

sure she followed all their silly rules.

Group Leader: Rut Bill, how else'could they manage those thou-

Sands of students?

Joanne.:1 Maybe in a, small college it's better.

LaUrie: My sister-went to a real small college. Everybody knows

everybody else's business, just like a small town: She sure

'
didn't feel like she grew much there.

Group Leader: However, college is good for you in the long run.

Whether it's big or small, you come to appreciate all you got

out of- it later. And you all know that the best jobs go to col-

lege graduates.

Laurie: Yeah, that's what they keep-telling us.

.Group Ledderv, It's ,true. The statistics will tell you.

But we:re 'talking 'about a ,"growing experience." 'It doesn't

sound to me like- Laurie's ekst rs felt that was happen-

ing,to them. 4nd degrees aren't worth uchas they used 'to be.

My sister stuck it out and got her degree n French, and she can't

find a job that's anything rlke ighat she. wants.. Why spend all

that money* for nothing?

Group Leader: Maybe she stopped looking just one day too soon.
;

Tom: .It's such a big risk to take . . leaving home and doing
something youi.re not sure will turn out.

Group,Leader: But worth it, Tom. We've all got to take risks to

grow.
%, '

Joanne:
.

i. think it could be really exciting. Surely with all the
---frtelligent, educated people they have to teach Us there could

be lots of exciting ,,things going on. Even if it's-a big imper-
sonal campus you Can kind interesting courses and people--ands.

film series and stuff. -

,

..

13
s% C

ti



Tom,: Maybe you could, Joanne. You make friends easily. And your

.grades are good enough to get in anywhere. Mine are really on_ y

the border.

Group Leader: You've got some time to pull' them qp,,Tom. And

Joanne's rightin thinking big campuses are stimulating. That's

the kind I went to and -I've always been glad.

Tom: I think I could stay right here and work in my dad's hardware
store and get just as much out of it. ,I don't need to know all
about world literature to be happy.

Laurie: And you're a boy! Girls have even less real need for col-
lege--though it might be fun if_your parents could spare the-

money. Even if I only went for a couple of.years I _think I'd

enjoy it.

Can't your parents afford it?

Laurie; Yes, but they said after spending all that money on
sister to no purpose that they wouldn't send any more kids through
college--not daughters, anyway. My sister quit after three\years

)orld it really made them mad.

Group Leader; You should check out scholarships and loans, Laude.

Laurie: I already have." I don't really have the gTes to getimuch

that4 way edther.

Group Leader: Well,*I'm glad at least"you see the value in college,

Laurie, even if you aren't able to go.

Bill: Oh, I don't think any of us really .feels college .has no value.

It, would look good'olyour record or getting a job. But helping

you grow as a person--I don't know.
/

Group Leader: Believe me, Bill, it does.

Bill: My sister said the most she learned was from getting away
'from home, living with people her own age, and thinking about other

people's way of life. You don't have to go to college to do that.

,What I'd really like to db is ride -my bike around the world, live
off the la)q&and never wormy about the future. Just let it

happen. t 4

Group Leader: That's not exactly responsible behavior, Bill. It's

important for you to pick a goal fpr yourself, consider conse-
quences, and behaVe in the way that's the best overall. Riding

4
a bike around the world wouldn't get you ny closer to your goals.

Tom: Could yourio that. 13111? All by yourself? Wouldn't you be
scared?
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Bill: Naw, all you need to do is do it College will-always be
there when you get back.

Joanne: My dad says if you don't go right after high school, you
won't go at all. I feel like it's something I ought to-do right

away and get it over with.; But I'd love to go traveling. And
I really think I'd want to go later on. . I think I'd look
forward to it. RigaTow I'm pretty sick of school.

Bill: That's sort of what I feel too..0

Group Leader: What Joanne said about never going back is the truth.

t Many people want to but find it's just too late for them to take
the time and money to do it. A friend of mine from my high school

'days called me last month, and told me how sick of his job he was
and how he regretted not having gone to college. That's the

voice of experience speaking. I think you'd all do well to con-

sider it.

Bill: Yeah.
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SKIT II

Setting: 11th grade guidance group meeting.

Group Leader: OK, everybody, last meeting we were talking about
college as an experience to help people grow. Bill,.you were
starting to tell us about your sister's experience.

Bill: Yeah, she went to a big university in the Midwest. She was

miserable, She was jammed into huge old classes with hundreds

of kids. When the time came for registration she waited hours

in lines. Nobody really helped her. All they wanted-was to be
sure she followed all their silly rules.

Group Leader: It sounds like you 'think college could be sort Of a
factory, rather than a growth experience.

Bill: Boy, I'llsay. I'd hate beidg just a number like that.

Joanne: Maybe in a small c011ege it's better.

Lawrie: My sister went to a real small college. Everybody knew
everybody else's business, just like a small town. She sure
didn't feel like she grew much there.

Group Leader: Sounds like just the opposite problem. It ',s no fun

to have too little privacy, either.

Laurie: Yeah, she finally was able to move into a small apartment.
It was a pretty' good college and she learned a lot, gilt she was

unhappy at first. The personal situation wasn't so good. I

thought her courses sounded really neat, though.

Group Leader: It sounds to me like Laurie's saying that college
can be fun if the courses are, 'good and the life style can be

,made comfortable. Anybody else have comments on that?

Bill: My/sister finally got in with a group in the French depart-.

---Went, which she majored in. They all were really good friends
and still keep in touch. But she really had to stick out those
first few months- -well, first year, really. After thatshe
seemed to find the excitement really,fun.

Tom': I don't think4I could stick it out that long.

Group Leader: You feel a year is too long 'to go without friends.

Tom: Well- -uh - -I guess .1 wonder if even after a year I'd have any.
I mean good friends who'd write and stuff.

Joanne: Oh, you can always make friends, Tom.
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Group Leader: Tom must have some feelings that it's not an easy

thing, .to do.

Tom: Yeah.

Group Leader: It makes you feel like you might not have any friends

at all.

Tom: I guess. I have a few here at school. I'd hate to leave them.
I could stay here and work in my father's hardware store. I,

don't need to know all about world literature-to be 'happy.

Group Leader: You think there are other things of value in life
besides classroom learning.

Tom:. Sure there are. I admit some of my classes are fun, espe-
cially the-shOTRclasses-andt;phemistry, but the hardware store is

fun too. But then again, if you don't know anything about world
literature your conversation isn't too good,

Group Leader: Sounds.to me, Tom, like you feel torn. You like some
of your school subjects, but you also like a lot of things about
working in your father's hardware store. You think college is
important to a person's status in the world, but you also think
there are,things more important than status.

Tom: Yeah, that sort of says in a nutshell the-choice I have to

'make. It's hot easy. I really like a lot of my subjects, though

I don't do too well.

Joanne: A lot of teachers know you like their courses, Tom, no
matter what grades you get. I like a lot of mine too; in fact, .

I like them all, and do pretty well I don't know what direction
I'd go in college. °I'll,be going, though.

Laurie: You know you will, Joanne. You hat've the grades and your

parents have the money.

Group Leader.: Sounds like you -wish you had those things, Laurie.

Laurie: I'd really like to go to college. But I'm a terrible test-,

tarter. My grades just aren't very good. And my parents wouldn't
pay for me to go to college anyway. My sister quit just befoee
her senior year and it really made them mad. They said they'd
.never send another daughter to college. But my brother gets to go.

Group Leader: You don't think they're being too fair with you.

curie: I sure don't! My sister did everything easily, but she

never really cared about learning. (School was just "social life

to her. She went to that good college, but all she wanted was
tpget away from the dorms so she could have'her boy friends
visit. And she ruined my chances to go.
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Joanne: Du I make you feel angry too?

Laurie: Yes! Well, sort of. But you're a really good student
and I know school's important to you for itself. I'm glad you

can go. I just wish I could too.' I've checked out a couple of
scholarships and loans, but I .don't think I can qualify.

Group Leader: You don't think you have either need or merit enough

to.get financial help.

Laurie: No--but I haven't looked very thorolighly either. I"Ve been

too upset to bother much looking for help. I don't know much

about what's available.

Group header: There's money available from some very unusual

sources.

Joanne (To Group Leader): Did you really like college? I mean

for anything else besides getting a'job?

Group-Leader: Yes, I did, but it didn't happen right away. I had

some lonely times And classes I thought were really dumb. It's

not all either way; you know. I'm glad to see all, of you looking
at all sides of the picture. It makes me confident that you'll

make some well7thopght-out choices.

Joanne: Thank you.- Well, i like school and all, but right now. . .

I really wish. I didn't feel I have !to go right4away. My fad} is
always saying that if you don't go right after high school yo
won't go at all.

Group Leader: You don't feel that way?

Joanne:, No. I know I want to go to college some day. But right

now I'm tired, and I'm dreading having to go through four more
years after graduation without a break.

Bill: Me too. I want to go someday too. But I sure would liketto
explore the world A little first and find but what I want to do.
I'd really,like to take a year or two and, just ride my bicycle

all over the world. That'd be a real "growth experience."

Group Leader: You think you'd learn more doing that right now than

in college.

Bill: Right now, yes. More about myself and what I enjoy. I

---Uon't mean you don't 'earn a lot in college.

*Joanne: But it's all more bookwork.

Bill: No, it's more than that. My sister learned the most by get -

ting away from home, living with people her own age, thinking
about other people's way of life. College is good for that as
well as for bookwork, I think.
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Group Leader: Sounds like both of you are saying you'd lfke.a'
breather from schooling and some time to sort youtselves out.
But, Joanne, you feel some pressure from your father to got right

on:

Joanne: Yes, he never went to college and he's eeally pushing me,

to-be a success. And I am, in the ways that are important to

him--grades and allyBut,sometimes I feel like I can't.breathe

my own breaths. 'la rove to .side a bike all over the wprld and

justdo exactly wha't I wanted.

Bill: I think we've got our solution, Joanne. I 1 g tandem'

Take and we'll never be heard from again.

Joanne: Oh yeah, let's come back

Group Leader: When4lrou're ready to start looking- -the catalogs are
all over on that wall!

day. I want to go to ollege.
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INITIAL READING-TEXT
GROUPS AND GROUP LEADERSHIP SKILLS

e '

For',the purpose of acquaintingguidance, coUnse/ing,

and other personnel,,with group furxtioning,
4
we would like to

,

differentiate four basic types of group "situations whi9h you.

- .

ma2 encounter as leader,or participant. These are::

TASK GROU,R
GUIDANGEGROOPS
CRUNpti...INOGROUPS

'-,-:'P,SYCVOTHeitAPY GROUPS
Zr

. .
-11-14e four types differ in purpose and in structure,

, .,

1A .
v. .

3 -Task groups generally consider the production of a. product
....J-:),

. -pr the solving of a problem as their major goal. They exam-
,

.

,.

sine the feelings of their mewbeis only when these feelings
' ,

with
. ,

_--interfere with group progress toward its goal. '- Guidance

groups, by ou r definition, include the presentation of infor-

mation'im their proceedings, often on educational-:vocational

kinds of topics. Ideally (but not always) they encourage

individual reaction to this information. Counseling groups

deal with more personal life situations of-'their members than

'guidance groups. ",lembers also usuayy have 'a lirger shgre in

defining the focus of group activity. -Such grOups attempt to

promote personal growth in their members by better helping

them examine their daily lives and understand their behav-

iors and feelings. Psychotherapy groups focus or helping

participants explore their deepest levels of 'feelings with

the goal of assisting members to express those feelings and

cope with them and with their current lives in more positive

ways.
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Task Groups

Task groups are basically work croups. Their goal is

to turn out a product or solve a specific problem, such as

changing a registration process or planning the implementa-

' tion of an "open campus" concept.' They might consist of

other counselors, teachers, administrators, students, or

some combination of these; occasionklly they might include

parents. Task groups tend to be small enough to allow for

participation by all members, with a maximum of perhaps

twenty.

Typical group processes are highly structured. A

formal agenda of topics, majorit' rule, and some form of

parliamentary procedure often play a part. Task group"s

tend to focus on problem-solving and decision-making. There

is much presentation of fact;, and members' responses to one

another tend to be other presentations of facts.

While high levels of feelings may arise during the

\ 'work of a task group, these are usually consideked to be

obstacles to group functioning. In fact, the exploration

of members' feelings-in such a group may provide valuable

clues for the direction of group work. For example, the

development of a set of guidance units may be hindered by a

group member who'seems hoStile to the whole idea of the value

of such unit a. 'An exploration of this person's feelings may

reveal Aat he:or,she Perceives an authoritarian tone in the

units which the rest /of the group did not intend and did not
0

even perceive as suc This disilosure may improve the units.

21
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On the 'other handjek Ole peroD oo" may gain, some insights

,.

which. increase or her own

Guidance Oroups
%

Guidance grotips

information,.and triteri

to that information.

self -7,11inderstandtr10.

have the ,dual puipose of imparting

(ideally).. encouraging, member d' responies

jnform'ation presented is typically

,rel,at.eid to edudatiOphl' or vocational: goals., F9r. eltample
a . ..

topics mightb:e the orientation of new students to school

"procedures; ckeer' possibilities ,And he. 'abbr market; edu-
. 4

I I, I.

cational requirethents for different: careers ;' college H se led-
- 1

.

or ittterptetatibil.pf interest and aptitude inventories.

jr.p. can dif4ferentiatewfwO. 1Finds::Of Taidance groUps: large.

.

r

groups, such asr, school wssemblies for the entire student

bOdy orseloted:04m:bnts; :and gMall groups, ' from

size down to ;4',or S
, .

.

The presentatiOn of, information is 'usually the'.Most-
.

4

heavily weighted fUn6tion gro4p, Settings.. ,An

assemb4: for college -bound junior,might giVe information on

dl4ssrooM

at

r.th-upcOming S.A. T for example. Arter the assentbly
;

,

dents might be encouraged- informally by certain teacherg to
, .

Create "buzz groups" to diScifss hok the tests; af feCt them,

or teachers might hold classroom discssions'. Couriselbrs
-

might follow up during routine individual sessions to eplore

each student' s feelings and unanswered questions. Or there

might be go followlp at all, although. this is not dedirable.

Sinall guidance grOups afford a better opportunity. .for

Auderits to respond to material presented. The beginning of

22
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.1*I "t,

such a'group meeting is usually a struptured presentation,

.

(perhaps on the use of the Occupational-Outlook Handbook.
,

Many students.may be considerfng their future careers fon- the

first time. IMagining themselves in.Careers theikkaVe never

`-thought' of before is likely to.pe an exciting area 'for such
#

Students to explore, . Froth their natural questions seeking .

:formation, it is not much of a step to their explor

eir feelings, about different occupations and about them-:
.

selves. Small guidance groups lend themselves to this deeper

.'. exploration much more ea4iy than do larger. ones.

_ , -

Counseling' Groups counseling

- a groups

Counseling groups dea4 with more personal...member con-

cerns than guidance groups4 They may have one or a.eombina-
.

tion of the following ori atiOns: explor tion of the mem-

bers' feelings; the seekingof insights in the roots of' -

4

members' problems of-living; or the changing of members'

behavior. They are intended primarily for people who do not

have severe adjustment difficulties, but wh# feel the need or

desire to explore their problems with others in their age

group who have comparable problems. Students' problems that

might be approached by a couiseling group might include dif-
0

ficulty with schoolwork, with social relationships, with

A

parents,-or with self-esteem %. Though it is important that

4

student participation be voluotary, group members will often

have been referred by teacher or counseling, personnel

because they have shown signs offdifficulty in coping with

common problems.
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Since levels of student maturity and understnaling.

change so rapidly ,from year to year,, student counseling

groups usuayy draw members, from no more than sa.27yealkage-,!:
f ,

scan. Their size is approximately 5 to 10 students.; fewer

than this seems to put too much of a spotlight.4m'eadivindi-'

g
vidual, while-more make it difficult for'eveiyememberto

participate fully.' It is also de§irable to make sure that

group members are not all experiencing the same kind of dif

1 .

ficulties. Students with good strategie-sTor coping With

certain areas of their lives are often able to help othbrs.'

who cope less effectively. But students who all share the

same problem may experience feelings of futility in tileir7-,

efforts if no one.in the group seems to be doing any better.

Though the content of t counseling group session is not

defined in advance, var. us techniques may be used to focuS'

'

member problems. Fbr e ample, a confrontation between a

child and a parent may be presented to the students in the

form of a drama. Students may be asked to express their

feelings, or role-play the situation further. 'Techniques

of classifying and clarifying feelings, such as transac-

tional analysis, may be introduced. Counseling groups may

utilize a number of theoretical approaches, including gestalt

therapy, reality therapy, and behavior Modification. Often

counseling groups are not aimed at decision-makinas such,

but if it occurs naturally in the course of the group's

activity it may help the stuilent and the whole group to exam-
.

ine the relative effeptiveness of new behaviors. Important
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eleMeltts'of such gtoups are that,the'students themselves.are
'' -

the creatOrs.of the emotional and behayioraf Oitterns upOn
4 ` V

'0

which the groupsfoCuses: -that their 'real doncerns form the

.

'covtent of group Meetings; and hot. thei,imp'ression of
.,. .

. , i ...

'the-leade'r wantt to heat. -

Psychotherapy Groups

PsyChotherapy groups are aimed':et people whose problems

ofliving are severe dnd-intetfete. in significant and major

ways withtheir ability to function at. tcull capacity in their
,. -

.

daily lives... -Psychotherapy groU07noiMally are not led by

schobl. Counseling pettonnel, as such gro sYtequii6 leaders:,
. _

with trainiri4,.clinical experience, time, and,resources

whibil.are,beyond that_ of he'everagecounselor or paraprofeS-
.

-

sional.
. Wejtightion'them here pecause counselging personnel,

t ..
4 4 ,

may need to refer'students to such groups% -Also, counseling

personnel may be 4ealing with sfudenti who ate already in
. .

psychdtherapy.groups.

Many. sources do aot-consider tile'baSig-diffenerice
ti

between counseling and Psychotherapy' grdups to,be one of"

:appr&acti. Finr them, the,difet:ehce,/ies 'rather in thesever7
% .

itY of 'Wblems of' living the students are experiencing and,.

the amount of effort that is 13;kely.to be necessary ta heap

students solve their problems.--These eicpei.ts consider the

.

leader's.goal to be the *same in bcith the counseling group

and the psliohotherapy grOup: to foster growth and:self-
. ,

understanding in group tempers and to help them learn more 4

apptopriate ways .of dealing With their lied. But btcauSe

. 25
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his group members-are'farther away from- maximal Ifenctionihg

than are those in counseling groups, the psSrchotheiapy group

leaddeS techniques may differ. His group members will prob-
,-

'ably have much stronger-resistarice to revealing the real

4k --_-nature of their problems (emot ional and behavioi.al)\ than will

members of counseling groups. This means that at first s-the

leader will need -to expend much effort -just trying to pendr

trate the-emotional barriers of the group members. This can

be a long proOess---longer than most, school counselirig groups

would be ableto provide for. The.group members must realize

that they have'aright to their feelings, no matt,er'hotk,irra-

tiOnal their reactions may seem by!everyday standards, and
-

that'the,leader reeognizei that right. Only after a member
t,

feels_ this level of acceptance from _.he leader,*from the

other group Members,"and within hinlielf can'he begin to.allow

his behavior to be measured by'the.stabdards.of'the "real

." L_ -world

The leader. of a psych6therapy group mat use any of the

theoretical approactaes'mentioned for dounseling groups,

well as others such as analysis. Techniques'the lea'de might

use to,implement these approaches could include psychodama,

play- thei'apy,-or hypnosis. Such techniques are aimed at

freeing up repressed emotions of people who have deeply
,

buried such feeling reactions. But since counseling person-

ndl ordinarily do not .deal in psychotherapy techniques, nor

. find themselves as leaders of psychotherapy groups, the rest

of our text will cbncern itself prima.rily with the first

three types of groups, we have discussed.
4.
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The Group Leader
-

If we courd'list fully the skills needed )Dy*the leader

of each of these :types;of groups (and we're not going to
A

try!), there would be many diffeences. For this module,.

we have chosen to concentrate on,some skills they in

t
1.Initiati:ng action is one skill. FOr example, when a

disFussion has bogged down in a confusion of' words, the

leader might say something like, "I think Phil and Dpn.need

to explain which parts of they.6rkbook each is talking*about."

Or if talk is straying from the point, the leader might bring

'it back by'suggesting, "But we're not redistributing the work

loadi Susan, we're just trying'to work out the best times fbr
4

each person to get his part accomplished.-.

-Regulating the direction and tempo of activity. is
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another. The leader might sense that a topic has been

exhausted and Say, "OK, that sounds like all we've got to

say about nursing. How are a doctor's duties different?"

He might supply information to the group: "The percentage

of women graduating from medical school is nearly 10% this

year. The idea that women can't be doctors just isn't true

any more."

Supporting a relaxed, productive atmosphere is a very

important leadership skill. Encouraging a member is one

example: "I'd really like to hear your feelings about that,

Kevin." The natural use of humor to relieve tensions is

another, Evaluating the group's activity or process is a

necessary skill at times, as when the leader notes, "I'm ndt

sure we've gotten all opirions,aired.A I'd like to talk out

these different solutions further."

The particular:skills we wi1T. focus on for this module

,are related to perceiving and expressing accurately whit is

going on in the group. These skills are basic to all-the

others, and so are useful in any group. The use of such-- -

skills is not an automaticor an easy process, even though

each of us probably thinks he is a very good lisy.ener.

Focusing on and practicing the skills of listening and

expressing can demonstrab17 improNie people's abilities.

The purpose of learning effective leaderphip skills is

to create-the-climate for etfedtive group activity. This

climate is above all 'non-..threatening and non-judgmental. It

implies respect for the "where you're at" of each member.
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It suggestsreeognition of the truism that there are as many

to good results as there are individuals. And it dis-

Aays willingnessUto 'seek the best from each person's way_ to

achieve the best overall results. If the leader conveys this

acceptance of group members, then.the members are free to

accept hiwand one another as well.

There are leaders within each of the types of groups

we've discussed who do riot seek to promote a non-threitening,

non-judgmental climate. Furthermore, some leaders do not

function as facilitators but rather operate with more -direc-

tive, manipulative leadership' styles. Undoubtedly, there

are situations and groups where thelp characteristics arc

desirable. Howeirer, we believe the group model that under-

ries this module it the most appropriate base for planning

group activities in a school setting. We wi'l therefore not

discuss other types of groups orlther leadership stylei.

* Evolution of Group Identity-
.

Of course even. the Mist skilied-group leader cannot

omote a maximally functioninggroup in an instant. Any

group will go through a "shakedown" period as its members

seek to understand what is wanted of them in relation to

other members' and to their purpose as a group. The-better

acquainted members are befoee,the group is formed, the

briefer this period will probably be. But anyNnew group is

a new experience and will go.through stages of evolution

toward a group identity. These stages have been summarized

by one author (Tuckman, cited in Gazda, 1973; pp. 34-36)

729 .
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as "forming, storming, norming, and performing.

The FORMING stage is the time of initial exploration

by group members of one another and of their purpoae. For

example, in a counseling group a ,student may venture; "I'd

really like to talk about my parents. . . if that's all-

night." Or aptask group member may ask, "Just how much

authority do we have to change this process ?"

The next stage,'STORMING, consists of testing the per

sonal and procedutal limits of the group in its actitrity.-

A student.may verbally attack anOther in a counseling ses'

sion: "That was a stupid thing:you did, Jack--you're so

itupid!" The leader may responeVith, "One of our rulei .

here is that we don't talk about what another person is.1
We talk ,abOut what we feels and if possible we. tell what the

other person did to make us feel that.way."

The. NORMING stage is the stageof resolution of personal

relationships and grow', purposes and procedures into a ROOUp

identity. A member in the norming stage might say, ,"Jeff,

30
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-We seem to-have,agreed thatee'ke iiict:hqii:e 'to charge the

. ,
1 e

,whole,system, but to,select'the gliidahceuriits that help
1 4

1
M. .. 0 4

I

,, 'out:studen* mane theAost weLl-thougbt-out careers choices. '

1 .

.

.---"

v.,. .

.

Since, yod seem tohave the best 4g 15ict Q of what's,
4,

.... N. ,

.

available, can y 'start.'star.t. us ,cff?" ,*
;

'

. , ..t .
, . s

' -These.tfireptag'es may taRe..'ohly one meeting.ot several
. , .

...
% -17

.

..._.
, t .. - ..

to/work through, The gtou tlIqn enters the PERFORMING stage'
.4 .. .

.- ' which lasts until'the:gro p'ipaissolution. The performiing
\ .

nor action .stage sh n-,c\s sbee4reakird whe the group has &Chi:eyed
.,

,...:,..

, 1

ia sense of ,group iderttityand CAn turn its full attention.
,

' ...,
.

toward'is
.

statedeputpqbes. 4'n a sense this is the stage

'the group has b e, en'aimin g.foWfril-alOng. .But" t he .prelim-

,

.

T
. i

:.

iAry.staOs are not I maTteAeittte: tThey are necessary,
- , ' -

levels thpgiugh whichind1.0.00.i'in the coup learn how ,to

.
4

-.16; q *

communicate with other indlls--yhat .&)e_srof expreszion
`

and .of response convey their itkpqntil:to Othet members.
. .

When this stage -is 'readhed, a,Viychological. "g*roup identity"

exists. Members are ready, nob4040; sub-merge their identi- .

_.%:.1;, - .

ties, but to merge them toward Kfteving the goals they all

. -

have decided are valuable.-00 - f° (>

4
Characteristits of Effective Groups

1

., . .

Groups which are functioning'` effectively in the perform-

ing stage display characteristic behaviFs. Among the most

important of these are the following:
. ,

PARTIC4ATION1 There is participatIon by virtually all

me ers. There is lots of discussion, of the type whiCh
..,

tays on the track and remains pertinent to the goals-of
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the grotip. There is 'a working atmosphere in which

people are involved and interested. There are no signs

of boredom.
.

4

DISAGREEMENT . . There is free,and open disagreement.

The group is comfortable with this and shows no.signs

.
of having to avoid conflict or to keep everything

plane of sweetness and light.- The group seeks to

resolve differences rather than to dominate the dis-

senter. Conflict is amicable even when-heated; there.'

is little evidence of personal attack,,either open,/

or in a hidden fashion.

FREE EXPRESSION OF THOUGHT. There is a non-defehsive

expression of ideas. Members'do not seem concerned

,about the possibility of appearing illy by expressing

their ideas, and do not unduly protect'or.promote their

suggestions. Ideas grow out of one ansther. The group'

shows enthusiasm about ideas with 'tpossibilities,"

whether they are well-developed or not..

FREE EXPRESSION OF FEELINGS. Feeling's are expressed

honestly. Gro embers do not hide their preferences

or their reactions to one another, because they are

"illogical" or "inde ensible." If feelings within the
,

group are a source of fr ctiokt, *they are brought tot

light and discussed frankly." Member's support each other..

with the same candor with which they criticize. Every-,

body tries to understand how everybody else feels about

any matter or person under discussion.
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AGREEMENT BY CONSENSUS. If a point of agreement is

called for (such as selecting a course of action. in a

task group), it is reached by consensus. By the time

agreement is needed, issues and opinions have been

aired fully enough'so that,general agreement is likely.

The "majority rule" approach is not accepted as the
.

proper basis for action. If disagreement remains, the

group is able to accept it and yet does not permit it

to block necessary action. If possible, action may be

deferred to permit furthd study of an issue. If.imme-v

diate action is_desirable, it taken with open

caution and the reservation that it may later be recon-

siclered.'

SELF - EVALUATION. The group .evaluates itself and its

process. It will frequently stop ,to examine how well

it is achieving its goals. The problem may be a mat-

ter of procedure, or itmay bean individual whose

behavior is hindering the group's activity. Whatever

it is, it is not hidden. It is discussed fully until

a solution is found which is acceptable to all.

It is evident that an effectively working group is an

open group in which members do not feel they., need to hide

anything. It is their group; they define the problems and

the solutions. Because it is theirs, members have a real

interest in th'elN goals and are willing to devote their full

-effort to them. The leader plays a major role in promoting.

this kind of group identity. The leadership skills we, will

focus on are discussed next.
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Listeninc and Expressing: An Overview

Two of the skills we will focus "\on, listening for and

reflecting content and listening for and reflebting feelings,

are leader communication skills relating directly to others.

The third skill, perceiving and expressing accurately his-

own feelings, is one relating primarily tothe leader-g-

self, and then secondarily to others.

The process of listening to others'and reflecting their

meanings back to them, or "active listening".as it has been

termed by some, has been shown to be one of the most effec-

tive tools a listener can utilize. Its value is two-fold.

First, it lets the speaker know whht he conveyed to the lis-

tener, and allows the listener to clarify or amplify, if

necessary, what was said. This is the communicative aspect.

Second, it shows the listener's respect for what the speaker

is saying. This is the dOceptance aspect. These two dimen-

sions are.inseparable, since the act of paraphrasing a

speaker's words in itself shows that the listener respects

the speaker enough to try to fully understand his meaning.

The reflective techniques of course cannot guarantee genuine-

nesi on the listener's part. Their purpose is only to serve

as ,a tool to convey the listener's understanding and accept-s

ance of the speaker. But under'standing and judging are oppo-

site kinds of mental "sets." And it is a fact that the act

of paraphrasing forces the listene-r tq seek the speaker's

frame of reference. When one, person 3s truly seeking to

understandianother the faculty of judgment is suspended for

34 :
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the Moment. The listener is striving to comprehend what the

speaker means, without evaluation. The listener who 'does

thisis apt to find much that he feels really is worthy of

respect, no matter how he felt at the outset.:

In the same way, the listener needs to respectkhis own

feelings. He needs to be able to perceive how he does feel,

'rather than how he thinks he oughtto feel., He may want,to

keephis feelings entirely out of the interaction, or he may

find places where be wants to express them: But either
.

case he, needs -to be as sensitive to 'his own feelings as he

ls to those of Others.

IF I unclerstpod you
correctly, you reel
NA you are ,c1oi

a good job but,
otters do not

opprdci ate,
oontri buy -ion.

Skills.;

.

s: Listening For and, Reflecting Content
.

,

.
,

4
. . ..

LISTENING, FOR AND R.BrLECTING CONTENT .are theliefit skills ipi

vie

Will explore. They -form the process 6f..describing-Or the
t.

speakr the conti-nt of his statethents as the liStener.per--
.

1*

Ceives them. XcIntept-reflectiop ds a "door opeper"!to fuller.
,

,

communication, It is appropriate where the groupilea'der",00!

" .1
.

.feels.-thakhe s.ittlation is not clear to himself or to the .

4 :3 5
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group member.or both. It is also appropriate when the leader

wants the group member to continuetalking'and.reveal more

about,himself.',

What'is"listening for content?". a student lna

:counseling group says, "I_thought I-was doing pretty well in
.

algebra, but I almost f.1inked the last test. I don't think

'I.grasp th'e basid concepts," and the group.leaderresponds,

"You almoSt.EfUnked the algebra test.because You didn't

;irderstand:thebaSi.c concepts,' ,he has expressed the content

of the,.student'sstatementribut:W'S doubtflathat heJs

the student much; the'Counselor wants

the stuglent to :make the statement more concrete, he might, '

sa y, "You'rd.having trouble with atstract numbers, with
,

»
manipUlating equations properly, and that sort df thing:":

I. c

The student might respond,- "Yeah, I just don't. see how . x'

.can mean a number*if it, doesn't. I mean-if it doesn't mean:

any'p'articuIar number." Or he might respond, "No,, I -really

think'T understanthose things. t's trying to take a Word

problem and figure' out how'to write it in math symbols that!s

so impossible." In this case, the effect of the active

listening response is a.moreprecise definition of thfob-

lem.

Or consider the,student who says, "My sister's always
.

pestering,me.' She's alwaYs there'tor me to-havesto bother'

-with.. I never get any time to myself." The leader whb,
. ... A N

,
reflects this content as, "Sounds like your sister 4s with

. . .

.

yoU every minute frbm breakfast to bedtime," may get a

,

-

3.6 *.
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response such as, "Well, not exactly. But Mom says I have

to,walk.tb and fran school *ith_her every day. And I have

to keep her out of Mom's hair until dinner time. Then

sometimes.Mom Makes me read to her. I wish Mom would'spepd

more time taking care of,her hersIlf." In this case the

effebt.of the active listening response is a relocation of

the problem.

In the second skit you saw, the group leader used the.

reflection Of content after Laurie said she didn'tsthifii

she could qualify for a loan or scholarship. His response

-was, "You don't think you have either need or merit-enough

to getfinancial.help.." He 'reflected what she had said, gut.

he put the'meaning of her words into more concrete terms

which might'hAp her see new aspeCts.of her, ituatiOn.

'What -are the characteristics of a response refleCting

content accurately? First, such a response contains a

description of

Second, tuch.a,

'of the speaker

the behavj.or the speaker was discussing.

response is restricted to the here-and-now,

's statement. It makes no Inference of
.

"alwayi," nor does it extend its description of behavior-

into patterns beyond ,what the speaker said. For example,

1.f1a student said, "-I got into a big hassle with the cops

over that,".and the leader responded, "You've'been havihg

lots of trouble with the-poliCe lately," the leadei would
g

have projected the students behavior far beyondwhat the
r

student said, in terms of duration and frequency of the

behavior. He would have been inaccurate and would probably
.

4.

1.
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)

have Veen seen as nonraccepting*by the student.

It is evident that onesof the dimensions of active lis-
.

tening is clarifiAtAon of the member's cords. List4ningfor,

and reflecting content are not merely parroting what the

member says. They are attempts to seek out the full and

accurate definition of the situation as the group,memker sees

it. The group leader needs to rephrase the member's state.-4.

merit in such a way thatethe implicatiOns of it are made more

apparent, if possible. The leader's statement noted above
a

relating to different kinds of financial help is A good.

example. ID

Another dimerlsion*iS. eMpathy. The leader's response

should convey that he is trying to view the situation as the

member does. The leader above who paraphrased the student's

time with her sister as "breakfast to bedtime" expressed the

student's perception of ler-day as sJie had stated it, even

though he knew that literally this could hardly be true.
r

But if a boy in a coupseling group says, "What's so wrong

about smoking marijuana? It doesn't harm you like cigarettes

or alcohlol. I think they ought to change- the law," and the

JeaderpresPonds, "You .feel that the law should be changed so
- .

more and more kids can get into trouble," the leader obvi-
.

ously isn't reflecting the student's position very well.

It's unlikely that the membdr will feel either understood
A

or accepted. This response would not be called active

listening as we'have described'it.

'The qualities of clarification and empathy determine,
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the'appropaateness of the leader's reaponses: But how does

he know how well he "clarified and empathized?'" He doesn't--

heartsuntil be e the group .6eMber's response. This will tell

him how well he hit, the mark; in fact, it's the only way he

can know. So'" the- minimum interaction which insures that

clear communi4a4oh'hasoccurred is statement7response-fbed-

back,: If the leader perceived the content of the statemerit,,

wrongly, the member will rell,11im .If .he merely parroted

what the,student said, he will probably get an odd look and
,

'ealli that s'whatoI just said." The active listening
4

pr'ocess consists of more than one exchange.. It a:chaiq.11,1*

which each member response validates the leader'es perception's.

The active listening process his not only benefiCial4for*the-

group members, but is also the "school of expe ience" in'

which the leader will learn how to clarify and empathize more
. ,

and more appropriately.

4 4
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Skills: Listening FQr and Rbflecting Feelings

IJISTENINTFORAND.13EFLECTIgG FEELINGS are appropriate when-
.

ever_tf.te grbup leader.senses that` the group member is-not
. i . .

communicating_ his feelings,.or'when he wants., to encourage

feeling
pflection'.

e member:. `to- explore' and express them turthet. Like ieflec--

tion of 'content, they are "tools fOr fuller communication.

'These skills- are 'much more complexan-listening-fOr and
7

reflecting'content. This is.trve because a statement may

n ot contain an explicit expression of feeling's, whereas

withOut content a statement'wbuld'not exist. Moreover,

there_ are differ,e4kindsoof cues by which feelings are

expeessebesides words. Tone of voice, emphsasis of: the .

sentence, fabial expression, and types-of body movement all

play a part.' For,eXample, a girl who says, hate it when

,

ey brother bothersime!" may bevexPressing a playful, rather

coy reaction to,an. esteemed older brother,/or she may be

talking abut an abusive brother who hurts and enrages her.

,

°One would have to know the non-verbal Cues she giveS in

order to desidd which"is the case.
.--,A -.-

Listening for and reflecting fectlings are also complex

skills in that they are'not our 11440:1modes of response to

people. The non--facilit'a'tiye leader in the first _skit uti- non- facili-
tative.

lized some typos of. responiewhich are often tried in an ,helping
responses

atte4t to be a helper:- offering solutions, beinq'lo4ic-61,

interjedting one's own'experience, admonishing, criticizing..
There are many other kinds, including guetion4.ng (Why,

did.you hit ,him"), diagnosing ("You 're jutt jeakoue y, and

4 4
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even praising and sympathizing': Of course many of these

typesof response are appropriate at certain times. One's

own experience can be very valuable in specific instances,,

and questioning may sometimes be a form of active listening.

,But as responses designed to elicit further expression of

feelings, these different categories generally share the

quality of non-acceptance of ,those feelings,'and therefcarl

won't do the RD%

Remove all these.,types of response, boWever, and fre-
.

quently the question i's,` "But, for heaven's-vsSke, what else

his theie?" The answer is active listening.,. Active listening

skills call 'not upon the evaluative capadities of the leader,

.
but lipon his'Perceptive and expressive skills.. Utilized

carfully, they.conver'the acceptance whidh psychologists,:

have ptoven is one.of themost- effective helping tools knOwn:

In a counseling group,, a teenager might say, "I'm-not

pretty enough to be really popular." With only the best of
.

imeentions,,the leader might shy, "Of course' you are! 'You

.
need to realize that, different people haye different defini,-

Lions of !good looks..." But this'response would neither

convince the student nor allow her to work through her feel-
,

.

ings and come to her'own conclusidns &bout the importance of

looks,, if the reader said instead, "You feel disappointed

about your loops and afraid that boys won't like you," then

a conversation like the following might ensue:

4), Student: Yes. All the pretty girls have a,11 the boy
friends.

,Leader: You feel like boys won't like you if you're
not really pretty.

46
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Student:

Leader:

Student:

Leader:

Student:

Leader.:

Student:

That'd right. You have to be able to talk to

them too: I can't talk to boys very-well. I

can never think of anything to say.
Sounds like you wish you 'could talk to boys

more easily.
Yes. If I could do that, maybe it wouldn't
matter so Much how pretty I am.
Being easy to talk to might be a:better way of
attracting boys than just waittng to be looked

at.,-
f gudss some girls have boy friends even if

they aren't beautiful. ButI *don't know how
to-talk to boys. I just stand around and say

nothing. They must thinksI'm,really dumb.

But I'm always afraid I'll say something

You feel caught between two things you don't
like: saying nothihg at all and saying the

wrong thing.
Yeah. (Silence) If I had to choose, I guess
I'd probably get more out of trying to join
in the conversation than out of just standing
around.

By active listening . the leader was able to help the

'girl redefine her problem, and also think about her choices

in solving that prpblem. '(We are not suggesting that every

,response in this conversation was a reflection of feeling.

Some reflected content; some reflected both, such as, "Sounds

like you wish you could talk to boys more easily.") '

Sometimes a group member's feelings are not as well

defined or expressed as above.- For instance, suppose a boy

in a counseling group said, "My dad was a football player in

college. He's really big and tough." The student is not

obviously expressing his feelings toward his father, nor

really stating that he hab a problem. Indeed,'perhaps he

hasn't. The active listener can find out.

Leader: He seems like a big man to you.
Student: He sure does. He's the,biggest dad of all my

friends. They all listen to him. Even when

42
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-Leader:

Student:

Leader:
Student:

Leader:

I -

they think he's wrong they listen. Then they
all believe what he says, 'cause he said it.
Sounds like you feel you're not as important
to your friends as your'dad'sometimes.
Yeah, that's right. But when he's not around
they listen to me.
It makes you happy to be listened to.
Uh-huh. My friends are the only-ones that
ever do. My'dad's always busy telling me how
I ought to do things.
When your dad tells you how to do things it
makes you feel sort of small.

It didn't take long for the student's first statement,

which was rather non-committal, to turn into expressions of

his real feelings once the door was. opened. In this situa-

.

tion the group leader sensed that there might be unrevealed

feelings beneath the first statement, and was careful not to

insert any hint of interpretation into his first response.

As the student continued, more emotional implications began

to'appear. The leader sensed these and paraphrased what

seemed the most important. Notice that there were other

implications the leader might have paraphrased in response

to the student's description of his father's behavior.. He

might have said, "It seems to me that you're angry when your

friends believe your father and you think he's wrong." This .

response would have tapped another vein in the student's

feelings.. Or, the leader.might have encouraged the student

to explore the variety of"feelings he was experiencing. The

leadePA first choice response went beyond the simple ±eeog-
..

nition of emotion and picked out a possible reason'for that

emotion. Any of the three possible leader's responses might

have opened a new viewpoint to the studdht.
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The facilitative gioup leader in the second skit used

reflection of feelings constantly. Consider this inter-

action:

Bill: . sister) really had to stick
out those first few months--well, first
year really. After that she seemed to
find the excitement really fun.. :-
Idcin't think,I could stick it-..out that

4eng
You feel a year is too long-tosgo with-
out friends.,

guess I wonder if even
after a year-I'd have-ahy. /eangood
friends who'd.write and stuff.

Joanne: Oh, you can always make friends,.Tom.
Group Leader: Tom must have some. feelings that it's

not an easy thing to ,do.

Tom:

Group Leader:

Tom:

In this case the group leader clearly perceived that

Tom felt .it was hard to make friends. In pointing this out

to Joanne, he was functioning as leader in the sense we dis-

cussed earlier: clarifying their,poeitions to one another

as he understands them, when a need for. this is apparent.

He was also modeling the kind of accepting behavior he hopes

will be adopted by each member 'of ttip group, in order to

promote openness between them-all and a relaxed group atmos-

phere.

What characterizes a response which reflects feelings

effectively? Such a response will be phrased in one of three

ways. First, it may directly%label the feeling implied in

the statement: "You are disappointed." Second, it may use

analogy to refer, to the feeling: "You feel like you're.,

trapped in a locked room." Third, it may describe an action

the speaker's feeling might inspire: "You feel like punching
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him in the nose." Also, such a response sticks to the here-

and-now and avoids inferences, as does an accurate reflection

content.

At thls point we should empha*iie that it is quite pos-

sible for one response to reflect both *content and feelinga.

Such a response may even occur-in such a way that it is

impossible to separate content reflection from feeling

reflection. When the girl who felt she wasn't pretty said,

". . . I can't talk to boys. very well.. I can never think of

anything to say," and the leader responded, "Sounds like you

wish you could talk to boys more easily," he identified the

feeling ("you wish. .") and,-described the content (diffi-

culty in talking to boys) in one indivisible sentence. This

kind of active listening response is common from those who

have mastered the techniques. It is only in the learning.

process that we need to differentiate content reflection from

feeling reflection, in order to examine them carefully.

In listening for and reflecting feelings, the dimen-

sions of clarification and empathy apply as they did in lis-

tening for and reflecting content. The appropriateness of a

response can be measured in terms of these two qualities.

At another point in the interaction described above between

the girl student and the group leader, the leader compdree

the two options of -saying nothing at all and saying, the

wrong thing. This did not go beyond what the student had

said, but it clarified her words by summarizing and compar-

ing side by side what her choices were. Similarly, the group.
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:leader who pelceived the boy's feelings about his father

chose. to emphasize thek student's feelings of.Unimportance 4

around his father, rather than his anger. The leader erre$.

thized with the boy enough to see that the sense of unimpor-

tance, and the hur? it engendered, were the more basic feel-

ings out of which the anger arose. His response therefore

gave the. student anoer option besides merely feeling angry

at hip father.

As with the process of listening for and reflecting

content; the appropriateness of. responses reflecting feel-

ings is measured by the group member's responee in return.

Because reflecting feelings is more subtle than reflecting

content, there is more room for error. Therefore the mem-

ber's response is even more essen0.al for the group leader's

assessment of his skills. Member's responses teach the

group leader better than any other method how accurately he

is reading feelings in general, and how well-heiperceived a

specific situation. No amount of reading textbooks or

inventing active listening responses in*a corner will teach,

him that. As with reflection of contentythe minimuto inter-
.

action which insgres,clear communication'is statement-

response-feedback.

Though he can't be lure of his accuracy until he'

receives feedback, this doesn't mean'the group leader needs

to stick to the obvious in his responses. If he does this

". he loses many opportunities to develop his listdning skills

along the dimensions of clarification and.empathy. If a
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4

group member's statement has several levels of' -implied feel-

ing and, the leader decides that the most'obvious is not the

=

most important, and chooses to respond ,to a more subtle feel-
.

inch, -thegroup member's next response will let him know if

he's missed the mark.

What characterizes responses that we do,not call active

listening? First, the categories of response cited in the

follow-up discussion to the karst skit are definitely not
7r,

active listening. Again, thege include offering .solutions,

preaching, criticizing, diagnosirig, admonisfiing, and thee

others mentioned in the content section. These types,of

responses do not encourage group members to:go on with the

exposition of.their feelings. Such responies, even those

that are not "ritit-downs," nevertheleds cohP off the group

member-"s viewpoint in favor of the leader's. The student

who says, ''Some days I feel-so sad I just don't want to get

out of bed," williprobably feel cut off by a response such

as, "That's not.jan uncommon_ feeling among..teenagers, even:

though the group'leader's intention was to offer the com-
.

,forting thought that the student is not alone in his feel-
,

ings. In this case a reflection of the student's feelings,

or even a silence which allowed the'other students to express

themselves, would be a more accepting response.. If the stu-

dent heard from his peers that they have. those feelings too,

he could reach his own conclusions about how "dlfferent" he

is, and these would mean far more to him than the leader's

reassurance: 52
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Second, interjection of the group leader's Own feelings

in an'indirect:manner, as if they had beeh'paft of what the

'member said,"does not qualify as active listening., Suppose

a stydent in a counseling group says, "I't really furious at,

my.typing teacher. He bawled me out after, class fin.' nothing.

I doh't -ever Want to,Acto back to thSt class." -The leader, -F

responds, 'You don't wept to go back to typing plass becaupe

youllre temporarily mad at the.teachere". has slipped in his

own message: "I hope this is only4temporary."_4The leader

is' entitled to feel tilt way, and there -ray be approprfate

moments.for hint to express his feeling; but. his statement

is certainly not a reflection of the. student's,feellng. The
.4

student may strongly correct him: "I don't ever want td go

back--I want to drop the'clas!": -Or he may clam up' with a

"Yeah," and simply stop communicating with the leader.

A third type, of reppdb,se that is not 'heave listening
. .

is an over-extension of tlie member'p statement.. Consider a

task gYoqp member who say's, "It' seems to me that,plan has a

,
if

I
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es 1

lot of holes in it." The group leader responds, "You're

.

angered by this plan," or "You hate this plan," his missed

the quailt.y,,ofthe member's response. He has implied a depth
A V

of reaction that the member did not express at all. Over-

shooting--oK undershooting--theftotional quality of the

S.-

statement may close off communication, instead of promoting

it.-

kills:

f'
th. r

R

Perceiving And Expbessigg Accurately One's Owns
.

Feelings
'

1
* ' -

\
,

We have dy seen several examples of group Zvaders
t: - l'- li

who expressed feelings. The non-faqilitallive group leader

in the second l it was one example. Some of his statements

were, :College good for you in the long run;" "You all
A ,

know the best jobs go to college graduates;": "Believe me,

-;ill, Ooes (help you grow as a person)." Obvi-

gusly he fclt.that college is a worthwhile experience. But

0
.

soMehow he seemed to be 44owbeatini his students more than

educating- them-or encouraging them. And the leader- -who

thought changing.the laws regarding marijuana would let

"more and more kids get into trouble,"'was expressing some

personal feelings too. Tesnotllil9ely that they facilitated

group activity, though.

'Perceiving and expressing one's owd:feeJ.ingeare neces-'

sorry rInd.desirahT to grpup interaction at times. The leader,

may sense an bbstac;e*to task group functioning earlier) thrin-

anyone else if he ii effectively ftlling the rile of observer

of the group's interactions. Or tl3e leader of a counseliriq'
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.

group may sense the "p'ut-dOwn" in one-member!s response-to

apother and want to Point that out:as significant to group

activity. A guidance grptip leader may truly want, io express.

.hisfeelings that college is a rewarding personal and educa-

, ,

tional experience, without'making hig-group Members feel he

.

is trying to force them in any particular dir,ection.. Hpw

does the leader avoid the''negative qualities of' our two

ekample? How'does he avoid.pieachin§, ffer-
-

Ing solutiOns? The answer is by perceiving and exp'r'essing

accurately .his. own feelings ash his own.

"Perceiving" iS,, the -first key word. The leader has to

know,how the' feels. Self-evident'as this may sound, and easy

as it .may seem to detedt what one feels, the fact is that
'

self-awareness.4 not one,of`the primary skills our Society

has encouraged up to now. "Putting opla good Show" and

"doing the right thing" are geen:as much more valuable greag
. .4

for the social wheels.,Self-knowledge takes time, attention;

and a; certain degrde'of, maturity:, like any 'other wide areaof,

it also requires the.abifity to accept one's

'feelings and respect their existerice, whether they are.'

socially
0

I,

acceptable Or not. .pften one of.the most yaluable
.. ,;,

reaLizations which.persons in 'bsychotheraOT come .to is the
Vo 1

,.
.

transient-nature'of emotidns.,:teelinqs'.which a person has

as determining his personalitysuch as despair or

1.
- ,-

--lose their doTinance as'he sees that his joy and sat-'

.
' -,

tiO'n are, just as valid, and just Wpassing. When 'feel-
.

ai.e:not-repregsed but areaccepted_and'allowed'to rhn
- 4 " . .

r ,

..
A

-

first key
concept:

perceivipg
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their.natural course, their nature of constant :change bedOdes
2,

apparent ant they:loSe their thr9atening "forever" quality.
.

.

It is this.knbwledge of what one's feelings are at any parti-

.cular instantwithoutdekending'them or straining them

.through a moralistic sievethat wemean by "perceiving."

What aperson does with such knowledge then becomes a matter

of choice and experience.. 'Sometimes he may deliberately

refrain from expressing them (6 when he is actively listen-
.-

ing), and sometimes*lie pay express them (to be sure communi-

cation is clear, or because he has been asked to). First,

thoulgh, he must -know what his feelings are right at this

moment-. .

One helpful concept that Dr: Thomas Gordon, author of

Parent Effectiveness Training, has offered from his experi-

.ence'is that anger'ip often a cover-up for some other feel-
.

ing. He says, "I am convinced now that anger is something
1 ,

generated solely by (a person) after he has experienced an

.earlier feeling." It is.a secondary feeling--to cover ups
primary.fedlin.gs such as fear, embarrassment, hukt or disap-

pointmeAt. In the earlier example about' the football-play-

'yrig father, the group leader used 'this idea. when he identi:7

.fied the son's primary feelings as -hurt at his lack of

impo'rtance, rather than anger at his father. The first

(primary) emotion is thgt which happens to a person because

of the situtitn he is in. The second
\
(secondary) emotion

usually anger--is what he directs at the situation which
A

caused his unpleasanX feelings. This concept may be valuable
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to a group leader in perceiving the feelings of others, .and

in seeking to be fully aware of his own feelings as well.

LAMY IS NE REAL ( ANGRY?

'"

"Expressing accurately" iv the second key concept. The

fact is that the only feelings a 13rson can express with any

certainty are his own. About the feelings of others he

forever playing guessing gamer That is why active listen-

ing has three necessary steps: statement-response-feedback.

Expressing one's own feelings is only a two-step process:

statement-response. If a student says, "I think this class

.is worthless and I hate you," and the leader responds, "It

makeS me unhAppy to heat that," the leader has expressed his

feelings and the interaction is complete.

Sqppose now that the leader had responded instead,

.makeS me unhappy'to hear ydu.be So unfair." Now the state-
:.

ment has.., two parts.: "r am unhappy" and "you are unfair."
..

How might the student interpret this two-part statement?
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may hear the first part, but it isthe second part .which will

probably determine his response. He hears, "Your perceptions

,, and feelings are,wrong. .
If you feel this class is worthless

you are unfair." Now. -some standards this may be-true

2Y(the rest -of the stud nts feel the class is great, the stu-

dent

.

who spoke has had a fight with his ,father and is dis-
,

jplacing his anger onto the group leader). But the group

leader'does.not live inside the student's skin, and there-
,

fore he cannot accurately state that the student is "being

unfair." All he can state is his feelings of being Unhappy

that' the student feels that way about. his class. The rest

othe statement'Is an, accusation which will surely cutoff
.

communication with the student as to why he feelS the way he

-,
does. It-conveys to the student the unacdeptability of his

anger, and denies him the right to his feelings.

_The "you are unfair" part of the statement is an inac-

curate expression of the leader''s.feelings because it is

expressed in terms of the student, not the leader's feelings

themselves. An expression of the leader's feelings which

would paraphrase this part of his statement from his own

:viewpoint would be4samething like, "I am surprised and hurt.

when you say you don't like this class. I try very hard and

most of the students like it." This would be an accurate

message. It'Wouldbe a non-accusatory message as well.

The key to accurate expression oflone's own feelings ig,

the sending of what are called "I-messages" by some sources.

An "i-message" is one which transmits the speaker's feelings
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directly, but does not mandate any particular type of

response from the listener. An "I-message" may also ident-

ify the specific, here-and-now behavior which Caused the

feeling ( ". . ..when you say you don't like this class").

However, an accurate "I-mesMge" sends no more: no infer=
I

ences, to.suggestions of patterns beyond the here-and-now,

no categorizations.

The opposite of an "I-message" is av"you-message." A

"you-message" sends other things besides the speaker's feel-

ings to the listener. These are almost always evaluation,

criticism orders, solutions, and all the other categories

of response which generally. imply non-acceptance and cut off

communication.

"I-messages" can be difficult to send. They require

that the leader trust the student, and keep on trusting him

even when it's difficult. In the example above, the stu-

dent needs to vent his anger, and sends the leader a criti-

cal "you-message" to accomplish that. This is a critical

moment in the relationship. The group leader, feeling

attacked, is especially prone to return his own "you -mes-

sage," defending himself by putting down or undercutting

the worth of, the student. But it is at just this time that

the leader most especially needs to send an "I-message,"

such as, "It makes me unhappy to hear,that." If he is able
4

to do this, he has accomplished several things. First, he

has put emotions back where they belong: into the expres-

sion of the person who feels rem. He has done the only
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thing which can possibly get genuine communication going ,

again. Second, he has communicated to the student that he

accords the student the right tq his anger. It doesn't make

the leader happy to have the student angry at him, but he

doesn't deny the.anger's existence for that reason. The

leader's showing thiskiftd of acceptance of even negative

feelings, such as hostility and anger, may be a vital first

step to help the student to begin to accept them himself.

Third by displaying acceptance he has kept open the door to

further communication. Fourth, he has modeled an effective

way of expressing. feelings to the student and the rest of the

group--and ProbablY increa4sed their respect for him, and his

consequent- ability to help them, even more.

"You-messages" label and categorize the person at whom

they are directed, usually in a derogatory way. "You-mes-

sages" usually fall into the categories of judging or crit-

icizing; shaming or ridiculing; diagnosing or psychoanalyz-

ing; or offering instructions or solutions. Even messages

.that are not intended as "put-downs" all tend to convey to

the listener that the speaker doe's not consider him capable

of making a good choice of behaviors by himself.

"You come join the group."
"You aren't adding much to the discussion."
"You never come to meetings on time."

Equivalent "I-messages" might be:

"I'd like it if you'd join the group."
"I feel concerned about your silence. It makes me

wonder if this group is valuable for you."
"I feel irritated when you're late to a meeting,"
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Conversely, most messages that contain a "put-down" turn

out, to be disguised "you-messages." "I feel -upset at your

blind opposition "to all these guidance units," contains the

message, "You are a blind unreasonable person." "It makes

me unhappy to hear you be so unfair," is another good example.

Words such as "I feel" in front of a statement aren't magi-_

cal. "You are unfair" isn't imprbved much by being turned

into "I feel you are unfair." Dropping the "I feel" and

stating the emotion directly, is the best way to achieve a

genuine "I-message" in this case. The group leader would do

better to express directly his feelings that, "I am sur-

prised and hurt when you say you don't like this class."

Then he has created a basis for ongoiing communication, by

expressing himself honestly and without threat.

Of course, "I-messages" don't have tothe negative. They

can and should be positive whenever possible, hopefully at

least as often as they are negative., The group leader who

'is trying not to intrude on his group but wants to express a

feeling is usually safe in saying what, he has to say if the

feelings are positive ones. It's possible to overdo it to

the point where group members don't believe the leader any

more. t's also possible to use praise as a manipulative

tool. t may take the members a little longer to catch on

to this, but eventually they will, and los'e some of their

respect for the leader because of it. But most honest praise

is as welcome in a group as it is to individuals. The facil-
.

itative leader in the second skit said at one point, "Yes,,I
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did (like college), but it didn't happen right away. _I had

some lonely times and classes I thought were really dumb.

It's not all either way, you know. I'm glad to see all of

you looking at all sides of the picture. It makes me confi-

dent that you'll make some well-thought-out choices."

Throughout the interaction he had refrained from trying to

push any particular viewpoint, and by this statement he

described his college elcperience 4s good and bild. This kind

of statement the student could accept as realistic. There-

fore his praise of the students' -thoroughness could be wel-

comed as a sincere compliment. It's important to notice

that even here, though, the leader avoided "you-messages."

He didn't imply that the students were "good" because they

were thorough. He said only that he was glad of it and

that it gave him confidende, both strictly "I-messages."

An accurate "I-message" means that the speaker per-

ceived and expressed accurately--that is, as his own--what

he was feeling. These two' dimensions measure the respokse

quality. If either dimension is not sufficiently met, the

result is faulty communication. The non - facilitative

leader in the first skit could be an example of either.

We cannot tell without more information. But he was obvi-

ously "pushing" college for all the members of his group,

regardless of how they felt about the subject. Possibly

he was not aware he felt this way about college, or why.

If so, his perception of his feelings was inadequate. Or

perhaps he was not aware of how to send an honest "I-mes-

sage." In this case, it was his ability to express himself
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accurately which needed improvement.

The expression of one's ownfeelings as a group leader

is appropriate whenever the flow of the group's expression

will not be hindered by it. It is also useful when the

group leader perceives an obstacle to the group's function-

ing and wants to bring it to the attention of the member's.

The most non-threatening way of doing this is to reveal how

the obstacle is.making him feel. He thdn leaves the door

open for members to take responsibility for solving the

problem as a group.

Appropriateness of Skills for the Group Leader

When are the skills of reflecting content, reflecting

feelings, and expressing one's own feelings accurately appli-

cable to the group situation? The general answer is that

they are useful whenever they are needed. In some group

interactions (particularly within task groups) these three

skills are not appropriate to use in the sense that we have

described them. Often a group member's need is for informa-

tion. At such times reflective responses are unnecessary

and even irritating. If a member wants to know what time

the afternoon session starts, obviously "At 1:30" is a

better answer than "You're concerned about our starting

time." Or if the facilitative leader in the second skit had

answered the student's query ai to his opinion of his college

career by saying, "You want to know how I felt about col-

jege," he would certainly have answered inappropriately.

However, the use of these three skills is called for much
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more than may be evident. The first two skills can be used

any time a leader wants to draw a grollp member's thoughts

or feelings out further. Also, because they Convey respect

for and acceptance of the speaker, they can often ease

emotional tension between two group members. Ahd of course

use of these skills always serves as a behavioral model for

other group members. Expressing oneself accurately is called

for whenever the leader's opinion is directly solicited.. It

may also be an effective way to bring to the forefront ten-

sions Which the group has been ignoring--or just to give.it

a.pat on the back.

The most important element of all three of these skills

is awareness. In order to funbtion most effectively as a

group leader one needs to be aware of everything going on

inside and around him--as'fully aware as he is capable of.

Constantly expanding one's awareness demands expenditure of .

energy, as well'as a desire to lose more and more of one's

blinders.

It would take volumes even to begin to cover compre-

hensively the skills a group leader needs. Some were touched

on briefly besides these three, and your further reading will

permit you to go into one kind Of group in greater depth.

The skills of listening and expression, however, are of fund-

amental importance to any group, an indeed, to any inter-

action between people. The leader who liitens to what

his'group members say has acquired the most powe ul tool he

could find to improve his own effective ss. For i he

1.
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listens, he will soon learn which responses are more qr less

_effective. He will learn to recognize when'his group is

having problems and why. And he will soon acquire the use

of`more particular skills, such as summarizing or evaluating

group process.

A skillful group leader cannot guarantee an effectively

performing group, but he certainly has a powerful influence

on its functioning. If he can establish an open,'prdductive

climate within his group, then the group has a better chance

than most of accomplishing well what-it sets out to do.

4
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I.%

At this point the coordinator should offer the'group the

a_

- .

opportunity tO-discus the material and their concerne about it.-

Have any of the question from the'Arlier disCussion (listed

on the board) been answered? Are there any new ones to add? Are-

there any concerns which need to be aired immediately?'
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SIMULATION

Form into groups of no leis than three, no more than four.

You will haVe a few minutes to choose from your own 'experience a

situation which fits the.following crlieria:

YOlt had soMe'emotional inVolvement in the situation.

2.- The situation needed" some sort .of resolution.

34 there were several - possibilities fdr, solution or

resolution of the uation,which needed to be exftlored,

The situation is o which.you feel comfortable revealing

.to theother memb your gtoUp,

After each, person has settled on a situation, two of the group

members assume the *les of "group member" and "group leader." The

remaining group members, act as observers. Each interaction should

be tape-recorded.' The "group member" describes' his situation.

After each complete statement of a thought, the "group leader"

reflects back to the membeKthe'content or feeling, or both-if

appropriate, of that, statement. Theobserverfs) should time the

interaction. If the group has three members, the observer should
.

halt the interaction in no more than seven minutes. If the group

has four members, the observer's7shoulehalt the interaction in no'

more than five minutes, After the interaction is ended,.the "group.

leader" should express whatever feelings he may have had during the

interact ion in terms of "1-messages." These istatementq' sh&2111 also

bb taped. -

* .

After this the group shoul eplay the tape, stopping it after
t ,

.
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t

each statement by the "group leader" forcbmments by any of the

participants. Each respodi should be evaluated as to type' and

quality. Specific points rating the "leader's" active listen-

ing responses wotild incl

1. Did the leader clarify and empathize in his reflective
4

statement? , .

4
2. Did the leader reflect a Statement.accurately, avoiding,

factual errors, not undershooting or overshooting the

quality of feelings?

3. Did the leader keep theresponse in the here-and-now,

not Implying patterns bf behavioi?

4. Did the leader name the member's feeling, or a possible

action which might arise from it, or use an analogy to

describe it?
,

5. Did.the leader avoid a non-reflective response such-as:

criticizing, preaching, offeringa solution, being, ,

-logical, interjecting his own experience, diagnosing,

questioning?.

6. Did the leader avoid indirectly inserting his own feelings

into his response?

Specific points for,ratng the expression of "leader's" own

feelings W4u1d include:

1. Did the leader name his In: feelings and the specific '

situation they are related to?

2. Did,the leader avoid "you- messages ?"

3. Did the leader avoid implying patterni of behavior by

restrigting his statement to the here - and -'now?
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.If' your group has throe members, try' to keep- :61.e length- of

the interaction and the: tape replay and discussion within ,twenty
A.

mihutes. if your group has four inembers., try td keep the length

within.15 Minutes.

After

within the
sions are 'completed:,. each member .sh-ould have .been "group leaider, " .

"groupmembPr" and observer a.t least once.

the :first interaction and.diaCuS-SiOn change roles

group. Bythetitrie-all Your intetactiqns and discUp.a
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IN-DEPTH STUDY ANDLPRACTICE
Select a type-ofgroup jou would like to study in more depth

frota among the folloWing three: task groups guidance group, Coup-

se-ling group. Refer to the references below for selected in-depth 4.

--t...; .
,

- ,

,. .
.

readings, on this type of grOup.- You will have a limit' of five'

houis of reading time.

When' you have completed.as much of the reading as, possible,

you will meet with the other members who have also selected-this,

type ofgroup. Your purpose will be to develop a pre§entation te>

the other two groups on the most important aspects of your type

.of'group., 'These may include points to consider in setting'up

group, group procedures,-.;methods of facilitating group functioii='

ing, or anything else your grdup,decides is.iiiiportarit about-the'

type_ of group _you ere studying. ,The selection of these aspects

and the Manner 'of the presentation are up to the group. with one

condition:. every group member should partioipate in some way.in

the presentation. The presentatibn might be. 4 series of talks,

panel discussion, ,a :.skit, a harrated'pant6Mime,or whatever the

group chooses.'7 The presentation shbuld be.no.more than 15 minutes.

Your'prepatation time will be

-During your pieParation,

approximately one hour.

practice the listening and,expression

skills we haVe 'presented. Try to avoid having one groupleader.

Try7to evaluate ydur group's activity as you go along. 'What stage

display any of the characteristics'of evolution is it in? Does it

of'effective groups?
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You willtfind paper in-the 4Notes" section for taking notes

on your reading and to aid in preparing your presentation.

Readings in Task ,Groups

1: Bales, RobertF. ,Interaction Process Analysis. Cambridge,

Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley, 195Q.
.

2: Festinget, L. S. Schachter, and K. Back.- Social Pressures

in InZormal Groups. New York: Harpex,,1950." 4

3. Hill,-Wt F. Learning Through Discussion. Beverly Hills:

Sage Publications, 1962. .

4.- Maier, Norman R. F. Problem-Solving Discussions and-
Conferences. Chapters 1 through.6, chapter 9v if time

permits, chapters 7,and.8.

Rogers, Cerl R. Excerpt from "Barriers and Gateways to

Communication," article reprinted from Harvard Business
7uly-21August, 1952..

Schmuck, Richard A.'and,Patr.cia A. SchmUck. Group ,Processes
in the Classroom.. Dubuque,*1 wa: Wm. C. Brown Co., 1971.

. S'togdill, R. M. Handb jbk of eadershipl A Survey of

Theory and ,Research. New York: Free Press, 1974.

. Warters, J. Group Guidance: Principles and Practices.

New York: McGraw-Hill, 1960. pp: $9-92. '

.

Readings .in Guidance Groups

1.- Bennett,Margaret E, GuAanceland.Counseiing in Groups.

' Chapters 1, 4, 5; one or Mord-hapters of interest Irom

chapter 8 on as time allows.

2.- Caldwell, E. Group Techniques\for the Classroom Teacher.

Chicago": 8VA, 1959.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department Of Public Instruc-
tion: Group Techniques in Guidance. Introduction and Chapter 1.

b

4. Fedder, R. The Nigh School Principal and StafftDevelopment

*Group Guidance. New York: Teachers College, 1962.

/ 1
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5. Festinger,L. S. Schachter, and K. Back. Social Pressures

in Informal Groups. New York: Harper, 1950. .

'p

6. H111,1 W.
4

F. Learning Through Discussion. Beverly Hills:

Sage Publicatiorth, 1962.

7. Rogers, Carl R. Excerpt from "Barriers and Gateways to'
Communication," article reprinted from Harvard Business

J0-August 1952.

8. Schmuck, Richard A. and Patricia S,. Schmuck. Group Processes

in the Classroom. Dubuque, Iowa,: WM. C. Brown Co., 1971.

9. Tolbert, E. L. Counseling fot Career Development. t Boston:''
Houghton Mifflin, 1974. C1Mpter 8, pp,. 207-209. ,V

10. Wafters, H. Group Guidance: PriricipIes'and Practices.

New York: McGraw-Hill, 1960. 'pp. q29-287.

headings in Group Counseling

1. Bales, Robert F. Interaction Process. Analysis. Cambridge,

Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley, 1950.

2. Bates, Marilyn, and Johnson, C. D. Manual for.Group Leaders.

Chapters 2, 3, 4, 10. Chapter11 for,etementary level coun-

seling. Chapters 6 thrbugh 9 as time allows.

3. Benoit, R. B. "Behavioral Group. Counseling: The CounselOr

as a Teacher." In A. M. Mitchell, & C. d...Johnsob (Eds.)4,,.

Therapeutic Techniques: Working Models for the Helpiqg

Professional.

4r Berne, E. Games People Play. New. York: Grove Press, 1964.

5. Commonwealth, of Pennsylvania, Department of Public Instruc-

tion: Group Techniiclues in Guidance. Introduction and Chap-

ter 2.

6. Division of Instruction, Pupil Personnel Services Section,

Minnesota Department of Education: PQrsonalized Education

,Using Group Methods. 1975.

7. Gazda, G. M. Group Counseling: A Developmental Approach.

, 4 Boston: Allyn & Bacon; 1971.

8. Gazda .. M. (Ed.). Theories and Methods of Group Counseling

In th Schools. Springfield, Ill.:, Thomas, 1969.

9. Gazda, . M., & Folds, J. H. Group Guidance: A Critical

Incident Approach. Chicago: Parkinson Division,'Follett
Educational Corporation, 1968.
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10. Goldstein, Arnold P., Kenneth Heller, and Lee Sechrest.

Pgychotherapy and the Psychology of Behavior Change. New

York: John Wiley and Sons; Inc., 1966.

11. Harris, T. A. I'm OK - You're OK. New York. HArper &

Row, 19,0. - \' .

12. James, M. & D. JoAAeward. Born to Win.. ReadingiiMa.ss.:

Addison-Mesley, 1971, *.

2 ,.t"
.

11. Maher,.C. A. &,Caldwell, E. Group Counseling in Secondary

Schools. Chicago: SRA, 1961.

14. Mitchell, Anita M. and C. Johnson. "Therapeutic Techniques"

California Personnel and Guidance Asso.

15. NewcOmb, T. M. "Ari Approach to the Study of Communicative

Acts," Psychological RevieW, LX- (1950) p15. 393-404.

16% Olsen, Group-ounselihg.

17. Perls, F., et al. ,Gestalt'theMpy. (Paperback) New York:

Dell, 19,51.'
,

. .

18. Rogers, Carl R. Excerpt from "Barriers and dateWays to

Communication," article reprinted from Harvard Business

Review, July7August,,1952..
..,

.

.-.

.

19. 'Ryan,' Leo' F. Cl±nical Interpretation of the Firo-B. Con-

sulting Psychologiptd Press. Pilo Alto, California, 1971.

20. Schultz, William C., Firo-B. Val() Alto, California: Con -

sulting PsyChologists Press, Inc., 1957.
.

. )

21. Schultz, William.C., The Interpersonal Underworld (Firo),

CanSulting PsychOlogigts Presse-Inc., Palo Alto', Califor-

nia, 1966._
.

22. §chuitz, Cames Everybody. , Harrow Books, 1971

23. Tolbert, E. L.- Counseling for Career velopment. Boston:

Houghton Mifflin, 1974. Chapter 7, pp 177-201 .

'.
.

.

24. Tuck man, P. S., "Developmental
Sequence.in Small. Groups.'

Psychology Bulletin, LXIII (1965), pp.384-399. .
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APPLICATION PROCEDURES
1

Think abOut one group session that you led or in which you parti-
cipated during the last six months. Answer the follgwing queirtions
with that group in mind.

1. What type of group was it?

2. Who participated?

1

. 3. What were the purposes or goals of the group?

4. What aid the grotip.do? HOW did it Operate? What procedures
did it follow?

ION

5. How would you characterize the group session in terms of.the
stases in the evolution of group identity? Which stage did
your group seem to.be in? Give'examples to support your
ju g nt.
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6. Rate your roue according to the six characteristics of effec-

tive group . Give examples, to support your ratings.

Good Needs Improvementa. Participation:

example:

'b. Disagreement: Good Needs Improvement

examp,les:-

Free expression of thought: Good

example:

Needs rovement

d. Free expression of feelings: Good '.Needs Improvement

example:

el,. Agreement by consensus: Good Needs Improlfement

4.

example:
11.

4
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f. Self-evaluation: Good Needs Improvement

example:

Now think about the skills you have learned in this module--listen-
ing for and reflecting content; listening for and reflecting feel-

, ings; and perceiving and expressing-accurately one's own feelings.
Cohsider an existing group situation in whic!, you might apply these
skills in the future. Or, if you prefer, consider a hypothetical
group of one of the three major types. Imagine how you would set
it up and the ways in which you might apply the skills. Be as
specific and detailed as you can. Describe as many actual or hypo-
thetical situations as litu wish. Use the Skills Application Chart
on the following page and extra piper from the "Notes" section if
necessary. When you have completed the application exercises, get

- together with other articipants and share your description and
ideas. Show your com leted application sheets to the workshop
coordinator for his ap

V

S.
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"F.

KST-ASSESSMENT

The questions that follow should indicate whether you have achieved
the objectives of this module.

Part 1

1. Define in a paragraph each the four types of groups with which
counseiing personnel should be familiar to implement a compre-
hensive career guidance system. !Include information on appro-
priate parwticipants, major purpose(s), and typical procedures
in your paragraphs. (pp. 21-26)

Task Groups



Guidance Groupg

a
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or

Counseling Groups

I

75

so
I



Psychotherapy Groups

../
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2. List in 'their typic0 order and define the four stages in the
evolution of a group identity. *PP. 29-31)

1;

2.

4.

4
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3: last and briefly describe- thi six chatacteris.Lcs or'effec-
Elute group_ s'discussed in this module: (pp. 31 -33)

. .4,

2.

5.

6.

-
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Par

. You will need a'"cassette recorder for the rest of the
post-assessment. The coordinator has a cassette-tape
containing statements to which you will respond to
demonstrate 1.our ability .to reflect content and feel-
ings and to express your own feelings. When you are

/ ready, play the tape in the p'resence of a judge who
will rate your responsAes. Further directidns are
included on thetape. (pp. 35-57)

a

A
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Part 1 

.4 

O 

, 

1. The answer to this'que8tiOn is found on pages 21-26 of the.tdxt. 

.. If, "for each pype of group, your r-parggraphs contain inforMation/ 

on appropriate participants, major purpose(s)', and typical 
procedures, then yo4 Mve'abbieved objectiye 1 of this module. 

2. The answer to this-question:is found .on pages 29-31 in the 

text. Your flater should include the following inf matiop In 
the order given for you to achieYe objective 2. 

, - 

.1. Forming - the stage of encounter and in4tial explovatiori 

group membegs of ona another and of their purposeL 

2.. Storming, - the stage of testing the personal and procedural.. 

limits of the group in its activity. N. 

3. Norming - the stage of resolution of personal relatisnships 

. and group purposes and prOcedures'into a group 
i8 tityl 

. 

r"; 4.. Performing 1.- 'the stage at which a tense of "group identity 

has been ac4ieved and progress toward group goals begins. 

. 
S. The answer to this question ,is, fpund on pages 31 - 33 of the 

text. Make sure your definitions include the. major points made 
there. If they do, then you-will have achieved objective 3. 

0 

t Part '2 

The rating sheet and criteria the judge will use-to e aluate your 
performance on objectives 4 - 6 are included on the Following pages 

) 

uamsNv 
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Groups and Group Leadership Skills

.4%

RATING -SHEET.

4 ,
i

.
Acceptable Unacceptable

Group Guidance Situation
.

..

.

0

.

'

.

1. Refl'ecting content

2, Reflecting feelings

3.. Sending 'I- message
. .

. .

.

Task Group Situation

. .

.

,

.

.

.

.

1. RetleCting.content,
..

2. Reflcting feelOgs
31 S9nding I-mpssage

I.%
d

MIILITLJIEII!I}IlLian.
. a

1.. Reflecting content

1 2: Reflecting feelings

J3. Sending. I-mesasi'.

1 .

.

. )

:'' V.

.

,

,

.

"s

4

Participant's Name

a*

s

.-
Judge's Name r
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Group1h0AAd Group Leadership Skills'

-RATING CRITNRIA

. Acceptable - Unacceptable

Reflec ing
conte t

, .

clarifies content
expresses-acceptance
describes behavior .

remains in the-present,
remains with speaker's
own data

criticizes
offers solution
preachds or moralizes
interjects own exper-
iences

evaluates or judges
makes implications

.

RefleCting
feelings'

clarifies feeling
expresses empathy'
names feeling
states analogy to

feeling,
describes en action

that illustrates,
feeling ,

remains in--the present
remains with speaker's
own data

'

critici2es ,
.

dffers solubion
preaches Cr mgralizeS
interjects_own exper-

iences 1 .

evaluates. or judges
makes implications
over- or under-states
feeling level

14% ,

Sending
,

ilmessages.
.

. .
i

-

..

.
.

. k

-

.

.

af,ates own feeling .

; directly .

states behavior that
caused feeling

remains curtent
/-

/

.

i

,

.,.
.

,
%

,

4

implies own feelings
instead of expres- r.

singthem directly,
makes inferences about
other's feelings

makes inferences abQt
_ other's. behavior
suggests behavior pat-

terns
categorizes, judges
criticizes
offers solutions ,.

preaches or moralizes

To achieve' Objective 4, the trainee must receive an "acceptable
rating each time he reflects the content of .a statement:

To achieve Objective 5, the trainee must receive an "acceptable"
rating each time he reflects thg feelings communicated.by a.
statement. A

To achieve Objective 6, the trainee must receive an "acceptable"
rating each time he sends an I-message.

.r"
A
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COORDINATOkS SOLE AND FUNCTIONS
Your role as' coordinator is very:important. Your, responsi-

...

1.
bilities fall Lhto four categories.

Set the Tone 1
4

Set the right mood. Oon't makeIthings 4ad1y and boring.

'
Inject humor, intelthe activities and discussions, allow., people to

have fun.:"On the °thee-hand,' make, it clear that there is a-very

serious purpose behind the workshop. People should be relaxed but
0

alert, interested, 'and motivated.

Set the Pace

Maintain the right pace. If things bog down, inject some

humor, ask some provocative questions, get ajively discussion

going. If things are going too fast and people are getting lost,

'slow down, the pace, call.for qucstions, make sure participants are

absorbing the material. Keep the flow smooth(at junctures in the

module. Windup one activity with a satisfying resolution and

ease pa.rticipants into the next, "Take brealEs"as'you sense' they

are needed. Be flexible in structuring 'activities, adapt td

individuals and situations as needed. Regard times listed in the

"Module Outline" as flexible. (r
Facilitate

Encourage discuSsion and interaction from the participahts.

Brij.vout.the shy people, don't let the aggressive oriel

Seek out questions and uheasiness,'get them into the open, talk,

them over, especially at the beginning. Watch facial expressions

89
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and body language. Re a trouble shooter. Spot problems and

work them out. In short, act as a guide through.the module, but

"PlIT not to get in,the way.

mot,.,

Evaluate .

Make sum participants'g-iiTheaded in the right directiN,

nudge them that way when they're not. Judge whether then perform,

adequately in the activities and assessments. Keep:a r*Ord of

how each participant doeS. In genei.al, try to maintainqhe. quality

level of the wOrkshZ?p..

Specific Functions f Coor. lnator

Prior to workshop:

1. Study the module thoroughly ahead of time. Be familiar

with all participant materials and this Coordinator's

Guide.
...016.

2. Make sure all needed materials are present for toe work-

shop (see list.entitled 'Outside Materials Needed for

Module").

3. Prepare and duplicate cassette recordifigs for Post-Assess-

ment of the group participants from the Post-Assessment
.

tape script included in this guide.. I

..

4. . Appoint and train judges to evaluate Ole Post-Assessmentrr
Tape Script Activity. (Sul/gest 1 judge for each 5 partici-

..

pants.) The judges will use the rating sheet and rating

criteria included in this guide.
Jew.'

5. Duplicate sufficient copies of the Judge's Rating Sheets

for each participant.

90
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V

At the workshop:

1. Introduce yourself to participants and them

Briefly explain your background and the role y lay

in the module..

o each other.-.

2. Establish time limits (lunch, when day ends) and schedule\

for the dal,. and dp your best to stick to it.

3. Introduce initial activity.

4. Lead discusbion following initial activity (note the out-'

line of it later in this guide).

5.4..Introduce the basic purposes and structure of the module

_..,:(see outline o page 5-) Put participants' questioris on

,the board, unless they're iMmediately
.

. Start participants on the Pre Assessment. When they _have

completed it, place, questions on the board.

7. Run the ;tape-slide presentat'ion. 'Lead any ,discussionf

lowing thi5,.placing additional questions on the, board.

8. Start participants on the Initial Reading. -

9: Lead discussion following thedreading.,,Discuss the ques-

tions on the board and any new ones that come up.

1r: Start par_ticipants on the Simulation and assist where

necessary.

11. Stfrt participants on In-Depth Study and Practice. Cincu-
N

1 te among participants during the reading to answer ques-

tions and help wherever possible. Schedule and facilitate'

he presentations.

12. Start participants on the Application Prbcedures. "Schedule

and 'facqlitate discussions. Examine completed application
,

91
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sheets, approve them if they seem complete and. logical.

13. Conduct the Post-Assessment. Collect the reqults. If

time permits, evaluate eachot-the participantS ou their

performance.- -Finish afterthe workshop if necessary.

Keep a written account of:your evaluations and discuss

each with the appropriate participant.

14. Conduct a Wrapup session. Your tasks here axe to:

a. Summarize-what hasgone on and been accomplished.
b. Resolve any unansigered questions.' .

c.. Point out sources rgr additional Nudy. Go through
the Reference section briefly, add any sources you
know of.

d. Mention any technical assistance available--experts
related to module topics to whom they might be able
to turn.

15. Throughout,

for ways to

of ,these.

16. Subritit copies

observe

improve

-

how things go, collect suggestions

the module. Keep a written account

of documents related tvitems 12, 13-, and

15 in this section to the overall workshop director.

9 4-
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VERBAL PRESENTAJINTOLLOWING

INITIAL ACTIVITY 4

Coordinator makes presentation such as following:

These skits have shower examples of skills that have been found tq

WORK in group coup eling situations vs. those 41eit DON'T WORK.

t
1. GIVI A "LOGICAL" RESPONSE: ."But Bill, how else could

th manage all those thousands of stuaents?" This ignores
e feeling of dislike for big universities that

displays. To the extent that the leader ignores members'
feelings, he treats members, as unimportant. Responding
to feelings with facts often clouds' the issue.

2. PREACHING: "But worth it, Tom. We've all got to take
risks to grow." The leader ignores Tom's cues that he
might be afrald.of going away to,coll.ge.

3. CRITICIZING: "That's not exactly responsible behavior,
Bill." This doesn't allow gill the right to his feelings
of pleasure at his idea.

4. ADMONISHING: "That's the voice of experienc> speaking.
I think you'd all do well'fo consider it."

5. GIVING SOLUTIONS INAPPROPRIATELY: ."You should check Out,
scholarships and loans, Laurie," The leader apparently
assumes that Laurie doesn't know enough to check these
thin out for herself. Advice is appropriate at ,times,
of rse, but this advice does not show respect for
Lauri 's own ability to handle her life.

"It's important for you to pick a goal for yourself,
consider consequences, and behave the way that's the
best overall."' Though the leader's statement is true,
it implies that Bill has not done any of these things in
deciding on the personal value of his bicycle trip,to him.

6. INTERJECTING OWN EXPERIENCE INAPPROPRIATELY: "A friend
of mine from my high school days called, me last month,
and told me how sick,of his job he was and..powthe regret-
ted not having gone tb college." EspecialYy after the
conversation which has gone 15.6orP, the leader's account
to,f his friends phone call is likely to strike the students
as unrelated to their feelings about college. "That's the
kind I went to and I've always been glad." This comment

' might be valuable in other circumstances. But the leader's

Aw 94
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failure listen and respond to the students' feelings
makes it unlikely that they will listen to his with any
sympathy or sense of identification at this point.

7. REPORTING GROUP MEMBERS' STATEMENTS INACCURATELY: "What
Joanne said about never going back is the truth." Joanne
said her father said that. She said she didn't feel that
way at all.

8. 'REFLECTING FEELINGS INACCURATELY (OR NOT AT ALL): "And
Joanne's right in thinking big campuses are stimulating."
Joanne didn't express the thought that big campuses are
stimulating. She expressed a feeling Of'hopefulnessaat
they could be. "Riding a bike around the world wouldn't
get you any closer to your goals." Bill thinks riding a
bike around the world would be fun; the leadet doesn't
respond to his pleasure in his dream at all.

9. UNAWARENESS OF OWN FEELINGS: Tone of whole interaction.
The leader probably would have been surprised at students'
feelings that "he's trying to force us to go to college,
and to go right away." He would probably have responded
that he merely wants them to understand why college is
important and how it.can be rewarding, and that their
choices are up to thet. There are at least two possibil-
ities here: 1) he really does want to force them and
doesn't admit it to himself, or 2) he does want them to
make own choices buta4Igy Communication style does not
convey that.

What did second leader do right?

1. He refrained from all the "evaluative" kinds of comments
reflected. n the previous interaction. He did the fol-
lowing thi gs: e

2. He listen d for the CONTENT of what the tudents s4id.
"It sounds like you think college could be orp.jatla
factory, rather than a growth experience." "Sounds like
just the opposite problem. It's no fun to have no privacy,
either." "You think you'd learn more doing that'right noW
than in college."

3. He, listened for the FEELINGS implied by what the students
said. "Sounds to me, Tom, like you feel torn." "You
don't feel that way."

4. He PARAPHRASED the content and feeling of students' state-
ments back to them. Content: "It sounds like you think
college could be sort of a factory, rather than a growth
experience." "Sounds like just the opposite problem."
"You think you'd learn more doing that right now than in
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college." Feeling: "Sounds to me, Tom,, like you feel
torn." "You don't think they're being too fair with you."
"You don't feel that way." In-doing this he accomplished
two things: 1) encouraged the students to fully express
themselves so that they and the others could understand .

clearly whatwas meant; 2) conveyed his respect for the
students as people, their ideas, feelings, fears and dreams.

5. He EMPATHIZED with students, attempting to look at situa-
tions from their viewpoint. "You think there are other
things of value in life besides classroom learning."
"Sbunds to me, Tom, like you feel torn."

6. He CLARIFIED students' positions as he saw them for them-
selves ana for one another. "Tom must have some feelings
that it's not an easy thing to do."

7. He SUGGESTED A SOLUTION WHEN APPROPRIATE. "There's money
available from some very unusual sources." After'Laurie
had-expressed her feelings and revealed her need for know-
ledge about sources of financial assistance, the leader
could make suggestions of fact.

8. Throughout the interaction, he MODELED the kind of behavior
he hoped to encourage ins the students.

9. He REVEALED HIS OWN FEELINGS when it was_appropriate.
"I'm glad to see all of you looking at all sides of the
picture. It makes me confident that you'll make some well-
thought-out choices.

The first leader wasn't trying to do anything wrong. He was

trying to help a group of young people with some college potential

to consider their futures. He recognized some of their feelings:

he sensed Tom was afraid to take risks aAd that Laurie wanted to

go to college. He obviously felt college would be a worthwhile

experience for these students and wanted them to consider going.

But he probably alienated more than he convinced. He assumed that

greater knowledge of higher education qualified him to tell

students what they should feel, instead of listening and working

with what they did feel.

The second leader didn't get anybody's mind made up about
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college. But hiallcAved the students to think for themselves.

He solicited their feelings and ideas about each situation and

treated thosefeelings and ideas with respect. He encourac;ed,

mature behavior by treating the students as if they were capable

'of it. He helped them clarify what they really meant)by their 4
statements and what they really felt about their lives. And he

bOaved as if he trusted them to consider opts and conseT4nces--

an t .trudt made them 'better equipped to do that.

In what situationd-might guldance, Acounseling, and other per-

sonnel be needed as group leaders? They might be needed in any sit-

uation where each member of the group should or may have a contribu-

tion to make toward the group's goal. Teaching guidance units to.

classroom7sized groups would call for group leadership skills if

class dispussion were to follow the presentation. Conducting small

counseling groups with students certainly would. Group meetings

with other counseling or teaching personnel for purposes of problem-

solving would call for these skills. PTA meetings or other meetings
OP

with groups of parents or the public might. Even a Conference with

both of a-child's parents might be called a group meeting and might

require group leadership skills.

What is the group leader's role? Basically, it is the opposite

of 64pensing information or handing out solutions. The group

leader's role is to facilitate the accomplishment of the group's

goals. It is to promote the full use of each member's resources in

reaching the group's goals. ,This sometimes means, as in the second

1

skit, that the group leader is not primarily a contributor of ideas

or feelings. In fact, some authors feel that the group leade,r
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detracts from his functions as leader to the extent that he contri-
------ir7

butes. For example, his authority as leader, or as counseling staff
I

member, or as bos may make the group unwilling to treat his con-

tributions-like anyone else's. This may not be true in.all situa-

tions. But they group lea primary function is to observe the

group process in action and he -pi remove obstacles to its progress.

In other words, he- is there to improve communication.

In order to meet the first three objectives of-this module
ar

you will need to demonstrate a familiarity with the'general charac-

teristics of groups. You will be *asked to show your knowledge of

the four types of groups described in the module and how they differ;

to give a brief description of group evolution; and to list and

describe six characteristics of effective groups. Meeting these

objectives should help you know something of what to expect in each

type of group, and understan'd and evaluate any group with which you

are working. To meet the last three objectives you will need to

exhibit behavioral. skills of a kind essential to effective group

leadership. They are: 1) listening for and reflecting content of

a speaker's statement; 2 listening for and reflecting feelings

implied by-a speaker's statement; and 3) perbeiving and verbalizing

one's own feelings. Use of these skills was illustrated in the

second skit, and their lack of application shown in the first skit.

These three are fundamentally skills in perceiving and expressing.

Completing this module will give you practice in the specific kinds

of perception and expression appropriate to the concept of leader

as facilitator. Of course, we all listen to what others say every

day, and we all grasp a lot of what'is said to us or we wouldn't

9a
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survive. But listening of the kind we have described in our skit

is of an unusual kind and is a powerful tool. When you complete

this module, hopefully you will not only be able to grasp more of

the implications of what people say than you could before, but also

be able to put this reflective kind of listening to work to foster

the growth of the group members with whom you work.

(Leader next outlines plan for the day roughly as follows, inserting

breaks for lunch, coffee, end of first day where appropriate.)

Next I'll be distributing a pre-assessment for you to complete,

to help you pinpoint where you stand now on the knowledge and skill

areas covered_in the module. Then we'll see a short slide-tape

overview of the information in the module.* After that you will

begin the initial reading, which should take no more than an hour

to complete.

After the initial reading, we will have an hour-icing session

where you will break into groups and practice the listening and

self-expression skills with one another. After that you will

select out of three types of groups the one that interests you most

and do more in-depth reading about it. You will then meet with

the others who chose this same type of group to study further, and

develop a presentation about the most valuable points of your read-

ing for the other two groups. After that you will consider the
w

application of information you have learned in your own setting.

Then you will take the post-assessment to measure what you've

*Tf no slide-tape its available, have participants read through the
script of the presentation found in Appendix B.
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learned. Finally, we'll address any rmaining questions and Wind

things up.

One Last point: the authors of these materials fully recog-

nize that an, leader or any group member may be either a man

or a woman. But to avoid clumsy language they have been unable to

avoid the universal "he" in many, instances..

Do you have any questions? (If appropriate, presenter lists

on board questions which will need-further discussion later in

workshop in order to reach resolution.)
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POST ASSESSMENT TAPE SCRIPT

Narrator: This tape represents the post-assessment exercise for

O"b tives 4 to 6 of the staff development module "Groups and
Group Leadership Skills." On it you will hear conversations
that occurred 4 three types of groups. I will explain, thp
general situation before each conversatiori. After you hear
the conversation, I will ask you tosptep into the role of one
of the group members. The last stafement of the conversation

will be repeated three, times. After the first repetition I
wilt ask you to reflect the content of the'statement. When
the statement is repeated!the second time I will ask you to
reflect the feelings the speaker is Communicating. After the
third repetition I will ask you to respond the.statement
by sending an "I-message" to communicate your feelings. A
trained judge will listen to your responses and rate thkm either
"acceptable" or "unacceptable" according to prespecified.cri-
teria. A copy of the rating sheee the judge willuse is
included in the post-assessment answer key. You may.stety it

now if'you wish. If you have any guestioni, stop the tape and '

ask the coordinator before proceeding.

Pause

All set? Okay, here is the first situation.

Fifteen high school juniors attend a weekly group guidance ses-
sion with their counselor. The purpose of the meetings is to
help members gather and consider information that might be use-
ful in their career planning. Gfoup members have just received
the results of a standardized vocational interest test they

took earlier. The counselor has just finished a general expla-

nation of the vocational interest profiles they received. Three

'students are discussing their profiles.

Student 1: Wow! This came out about as I expected,'but look at

"Out-of-doors."' I'm right at the top on that one.

Student 2:. Sure. No wonder. You wanted to be, outside on the fist
nice Saturday in spring rather than in the guidance office taking

a test.

Student 3: These test results are useless. What a waste of time it
was taking that test.

Narrator: Imagine you. are the counselor. Reflect the content of

this statement.

Student 3: These test results are useless. What a waste of time
it was taking that test.
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(Pause one minute)

Narrator: Now, reflect the feelings behind ,thii statement.

Student 3: These test 'results are useless. What a waste of time
it was taking that test. ,

(Pauie one minute) . .-

...
0

. . 1.
.

Narrator:* And now, send an "I-message" that communicates your
feelings in resporise to this statement,-

Student 3: These test results are useless. What.e.waste ofttimq*
1 as taking that test. ...

'(Pause one minute)

Natrator: O.K.? Now let's move on to the second situat on..

A task grqup is'trying to select a site for an occu ational
awareness field trip, part of a-new elementary car r gutdarice'
program they are planting. The program is being ushed by a
counselor. Two teachers'seem willing.to coo e.

Teacher 1: I think we should go to..the firehouse as we've &Ile

before. The children love to see the tire engines and tHe
firOmen`always enjoy talking about their work.

.

Teacher 2: Yes! And we could increase the career re1pvance of,
the trip by teaching a unit on the work and life style of a
fireMan before going. The boys could make firehats:' . .

Counselor: Wait a inute! The way you're talking all the little
girls will endim mothers or nurses. How about a trip/ to the
research lab where the kids can see both men and women peering
into microscopes.

.

Narrator:. You are to._ assume the role pf the district director of
guidance,:the fourth member of the task gropp. Reflect the
content -.of this statement.

O
.

Counielqr: Wait a minute! The waykyou're talking all the little
girls will end up mattiers or nurses. How about a trip to the

100 research lab where the kids scan see both men and women peering
into, microscopes.

(Pause one minute)

Nai.rator: ,Now, reflect the feelings behind this statement.

Counselor: Wait a minute! The way you're talking all the little
girls will end up mothers or nurses. How about a trip to the
research lab where the.kids can see both men and women peering
-into microscopes.
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(Pause one minute)

Narrator: And now, send an "I-message" that communicates your
feelings in response to this statement.

Counselor: Wait a minute! The way you're talking all the little
girls will end up mothers or nurses. How about a trip to the
research lab where the kids can see both men and women peering
into microscopes.

(Pause one minute)

Narrator: The final tituation occurs in a group counseling session.
Six junior high school students have been engaging in a lively
discussion of "problems with parents."

Student 1 (male): My mom bought me a pair of madras Bermuda shorts
and matching knee socks for my birthday. Boy, is she out of
it

Student 2 (female): Yeah! I got a one piece
little skirt from my dad.

g suit with !a-

Student 3: All grown-ups have lousy taste. My folks are just the
same. They buy me things they'd like. They don't even know
what I like.

Narrator: You are the leader of the counseling group. Reflect
the content of this statement.

Student 3: All grown-ups have lousy taste. My folks are just the
same. They buy me things they'd like. They don't even know
what,' like.

(Pause one minute) e4s.

Narrator: Now reflect the feelings behind this statement.

Student 3: All grown-ups have ldusy taste. My folks are just the
same. They buy me things they'd like. They don't even know
what I like.

(Ppute one minuteY

Narrator: Finally, send an "I-message" that communicates your
feelings in response to this statement.

Student 3: All grown-ups have lousy taste. My folks are. just the
same. They buy me things they'd like. They don't even know #

what I like.

(Pause one minute)
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Narrator: You have now completed the post-assessment exercise
for the Staff Devdlopment Module "Groups and Group Leadership
Skills." Check your work on Part 1 using the answer key pro-.
vided. Go over the ratings you received.on Part 2 with the
judge. Before you leave this module, study the relevant pages
in the text or resources the coordinator suggests from the
reference list for any objective you failed to achieve.

4
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JUDGE'S RATING SHEET

Acceptable Unacceptable

Group Guidance Situation

....

1. Reflecting content

2. Reflecting feelings

3. Sending I-message

Task Group Situation

4

1. Reflecting content

2. Reflecting feelihgs

3. Sending I-message

Group Counseling Situation

1. Reflecting content

2 Reflecting feelings

3. Sending I-message

Participant's Name

105

Judge:s Name

6
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JUDGE'S R TING CRITERIA

Accept ble UnacCeptable

Reflecting clarifies` content

content expresses acceptance
describes behavior
remains in the present'
remains with siDeLa er's"
own data

criticizes
offers solution
preaches or moralizes
interjects own exper-
iences
valuates or judges
es implications

Reflecting
feelings

clarifies feeli
expresses empa
names, feeling
stares analog to

feeling
describes an action

that lin rates
feeling

remains in e present
remains with peaker's

own data

y

Sending states own feeling.I-messaqes

directly
states behayior that
caused feeling

remains current

critic es
offers s lution
preaches,or, moralizes
interjecfern exper-

iences - *

evaluates or judges
makes implications
over- or under-states

feeling level

f

implies owr feelings
instead bf expres-
sing. them directly,
es inferences about

o er's1feelings
maket nferences about

other behavior
suggests havior pat-

terns
categorizes, udges
criticizes
offers solu
preaches or

on
ra zes

To achieve' Objective 4, the trainee must receive an "acceptabl

rating each time he reflects the content of a statement.

To achieve Objective 5, the trainee must receive an "acceptable"

rating each time he ref ects'the feelings communicated by a

' statement.

,;To achieve Objective 6, the trainee must receive an "acceptable"

rating each time he sends an I-message,
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Coordinator covers following points':
t

Summary of workshop acti'vities.

2. Remaining questions or new questiOns aboutmodule topics should

be resolved if possible. The coordinator shoUld?seekmbers4.

opinibns, refer them to fuither reading, or other appropriate

,actions.,

3. The coordinator should go over resource libt with participants

,so"that they know how they.can work on their.own in'more depth.

4. The Coordinator should make known any-followup, help or techni-
-

cal assistanpe that will be-vailable to participants.
,"

.

:
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APPENDIX B
TAPE-SLIDE SCRIPT

GROUPS AND GROUP LEADERSHIP SKILLS

VISUAL

1. . Title Slide: Groups
and Group Leaderbhip Skills

2. Adult speaking in meeting,
concerned but not upset.

p

3. Group.,leader4 1n same
meeting, "speaking in.
response.

Student in group, speaking.

5. Shot of different group
leader in group, speaking
in response.

6. Different student in dif-
ferent group, speaking,
looking angry.

7. Different group leader in
group, speaking in response.

8. Title Slide: Types of
Groups.

9. #2 above.

110

108

SPOKEN

1.

2.

Music--modarate tenpo, no
words. 5-6 ,seconds. Fades.

"But we're not addressing the
problem of student acceptance
and pdtticipation at all.
What good can we really do if
we don't. deal with that point?"

3. "Ybu think student partici-
pation should be one of our
most important concerns."

4. "I've been studying really
hard in my chemistry class,
but ;don't seem to do any
better on tests and I don't
know what else to do."

5. "You feel disappointed that
your efforts aren't accom-
plishing Much."

6. "None of the adults around
this place like kids. You
all have it in for us."

7.- "I feel kind of hurt to
you say that."

hear

8. NARRATOR: There are "several
different types of groups
with which guidance and coun-,
seling personnel may become
involved.

One type is a task group with
other staff membersT teachers,
administrators, or students.
This type of group has deci

' sions to make or products to
turn out.



10. #4 above

11. .#6 above

12. Different Student in
group, looking serious.

13. Title Slide: Stages in
the, Evolution of Group
Identity.

14. -Groub of adults in dis-
cussion, one member,
listening.

15. Same member, talking.

16. Same member, talking to
another member.

10. Another type is a guidance
group, usually with students.
This group is concerned with
information on educational
and vocational topics.

11. A third type is a counseling
group, also usually with
students. This group is con-
cerned with the more personal
problems of living of its
members.

.. % ,

a12. A fourth type, 'root common s
such to school Settings, is
the .psychotherapy- group..

13. All groups go'through certain
stages on their way to becom-
ing functioning entities.

14. Before they can turn their
whole attention to their
Stated purposes, members
must begin to define thei
individual purposes and
relationship6 to other plem-
bers adequately.

15. They must seek the limits of
their activities in terms of
procedures and of member,rela-
tionships.

16.. Then they must resolve their
differences in perception apd
form a group identity and pur-
pose acceptable to all.

17: Circular groupsfof students. 17. These stages may take only a
brief time-in some groups. In
others they may take a number
of meetings.

18. After they have achieved an
acceptable group identity,
the group members can begin to
focus on achieving the goals
they.have established.

18. Same group 'one talking

19. Title Slide: Character-
istics of Effective Groups.

19. Those groups in this final
stage which are functioning
effectively generally behave
in definite ways.



20. Group. of cartoon figures
all talking at once. One
member shaking fist at
another-

21. Same group, all talking at
once. Each member has
light bulb in balloon
above head.

22. Same group, each member
wearing a big gein.

23. Group members in track
suits running. obstacle
course. One member stands
at finish line with stop-
watch.

24. #3 above.

25. #5-above

26. #7 above.

20. Discussion includes all .

members. it is pertinent
to the topic. Disagreement
is openly expressed.

21. Ideas and feelings are freely
expressed.

22. General agreement is common
after all points of view haye
been explored.

-23.: The group pays. attention to
its own process and faces
obstacles when they occur.

27. Leader pointing to board
with diagram (see
attactiede).

'28. TitleSlide: Basic Group.
Leadership Skills.

29. Shot of group of students
with adult leader. One
student talking, leader
listening.

,

30. Same leader, talking to
student in #29, serious.

AM/

Group leaders have great
effect ont\tpe:.Auality of
their grouWe.func,tioning.

Leadership skills have been
studied in depth in recent
years.

It has been shown that leader-
ship skills can be improved
by studying what they are and
by practice.

27. Of course different kinds of
skills are approptiate to
different kinds of groups..

28. Basic to all groups, however,
are communication skills. We
are going to focus on three
in this module.

29. The first skill on which
we will concentrate is the
ability to understand and
reflect accurately the content
of what a group member says.

30. The second skill is the abil-
ity to'peiceive and refl6ct
accurately the feelings con-
tained in w4at a group member
says.
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31. Same leader, closeup,
talking.

31. The third skill is to per-
ceive, one's own genuine feel-
ings in a particular situation.
.and to express them clearly
and without hidden messages.,

Communicating something we
all do every day, of course.

32. Same leader, talking with 32.
another adult in .hall.

33. "Same leader walkikg with
student, talking/

34. Same leader, looking frus-
trated, talking to differ-
ent student partly turned
away from leader.

33. Most of 'us think we do a,good
job--and much of the 'time we.
do.

34.- Most.of us kribw we could do
a better job, too.

35. Same student, listening to 35.

leader attentively.

36. Same student, talking to
leader.

# 3 above.

'38. Same adult as in #2,
looking satisfied.

39. #5 above.

S

In our day-to-day communica-
.tion we rarely get direct
feedback on how welt we under-
stand others, or how well we
express ourselves. -

36. Praicticing these specific
skills and receiving feedback'
on the effectiyeness of your
statements can be a valuable)
way to improve your ability
to communicate clearly.

Listening for and rehecting
content help insure that the
speaker and the listener under-
stand each other. Repeat of
#3: "You think student parti-
cipation should be one of our
most important concerns."

37.

38. In addition, listening for
and reflecting content can
open the way for.further
communication on the situation
being discussed.' -

39. Listening for and reflecting,
feelingsmcan deepen communica-
tion to a more genuine level.
Repeat of #5: "You feel dis-
appointed'that youlipfforts
aren't accomplishinormuch."
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40. Same student as in *4,
smiling.

Also, listehing for and
reflecting feelings can
create a climate of accep-\
tance'that significantly
aids grodp functioning.

.

41. *7 above. 41 Perceiving and expressing
accurately one's own feelings
are fundamental to genuine
communication. Repeat of *7:
"1 feel kind of hurt to hear
you say that."

42. Same student as in *6, 42. Expressing 'cne's fee1ing61-in
listening. - a clear and "non- threatening

style is a matter not only
of intent but of skill.

43. Shot of whole groul, 43. In the material which follows
in animated discus ion. e will be concentrating on

nderstandinTand'practicing
t ese skills and their use-
f lness in the group settings
w have mentioned.

4
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APPENDIX C
STAFF TRAINING MODULE DES RIPTIONI

1. Orientation

Gives an in-depth approach to understanding what the compre-
hensive apProach to guidance, counseling, and placement is,
what its advantages are, how competency-based training is
related to .using this approach, and how to determine what
training is relevant. Requires 15 - 20 hours to complete.

2. 'Assessing Desired Outcomes

Presents various methods of planning and conducting a needs
assessment as well as ways of summarizing, analyzing, and
reporting the data. "Requires 15 - 20 hours to complete.

3. Computer Assisted Reporting

Provides a general knowledge of the process necessary to

develop an effective Computer Information System and enables
the participant to select the best approach for gathering and
analyzing data from all available options, for a district's

particular needs. Requires 10 - 12 hours to complete.

4. Current Guidance Program Assessment

PApvides an understanding of why a current guidance program
assessment is needed, haw the assessment can be conducted,
and what use can be made of the data after it is obtained.
Requires 10 - 12 hours to ,complete.

5. Determining Program Goals and Objectives

Makes use of the current"seatus assessment and desired out-
comes assessment reports to produce a complete set of program
goals and student performance objectives for a new. program.
Requires 10 - 1.2 hours to complete.

.6. Alternative S4ala-gies

Examines strategies which woulA be appropriate to the goals
and objectives of the program being structured, specifies
criteria for assessment of alternative strategies presented,
and provides evaluation procedures for the selected strategies.
Requires 12 - 15 hours to complete.
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Groups and Group Leadership Skills

Presents an overview of ways school counselors or other
ducators could use group leadership skills with tasle,groups,

g 'dance groups, and counseling groups to implement a compre7
ive career guidance system., The Module also facilitates

the velapment of three basic communication skills that_are
useful in facilitating interpersonal interaction in all gm:hip

setting Requires 12 - 15 hours to complete.

8. Planning P professional Programs

Provides the structure for the participant to plan, implement,
and evaluate a paraprofessional school guidance program in
his/her qp.rn setting4, Also presents the history, development,
and major issues involved in the utilization.of paraprofessionalS,.
Requires 12 - 15 hours to complete.

4
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